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ABSTRACT 
 Pre-mRNA splicing in plants is mechanistically the same as splicing in other eukaryotes, 
but its mode of intron recognition is unique. Whereas in animals a pyrimidine-tract contributes to 
the definition of exons, in plants, introns are defined by the boundaries of AU-rich intron and 
GC-rich exon. Some of these differences may depend on splicing factors mediating recognition 
of the unusual sequence-dependent transition points and/or factors mediating the first- and 
second-steps in intron definition and excision. 
 The second transesterification step of splicing involves many protein factors (second-step 
splicing factors) that have not been previously characterized in Arabidopsis. Among these are 
numerous genes encoded by multicopy genes in this model plant: PRP16 (1 copy), PRP17 (2 
copies), PRP18 (2 copies), PRP22 (3 copies) and SLU7 (3 copies). This work is aimed at 
defining the structural differences and expression patterns of these multiple second-step splicing 
factors and their involvements in heavy metal stress response.  
 The first goal of this project was to determine unique characteristics of the multicopy 
second-step splicing factors and the tissue and developmental stages in which each of these 
genes is expressed. My studies have indicated that all of these second-step splicing factors genes 
are expressed in Arabidopsis. While most are constitutively expressed throughout each tissue 
type and developmental stage, a specialized subset including PRP17-2, PRP18B, PRP22-3 and 
SLU7-2 are primarily expressed in flower and silique tissue in four-week-old plants and 
throughout the entire seven-week-old plant. Each of these specialized genes has unique structural 
features when compared to their homologs, suggesting that they form unique spliceosomal 
networks. These include variations in sequence identity between each other and their homologs 
in other organisms. Additionally, homology modeling revealed specific sites in which changes in 
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residues will likely contribute to their interactions with other proteins. For example, residues 
important for protein-protein interaction in ScPRP17 are unique on AtPRP17-2. Basic surface 
residues on ScPRP18 that contribute to interaction with ScSLU7 are in slightly different 
locations on both AtPRP18A and AtPRP18B and fewer in number on AtPRP18B. 
 The second goal of this project was to determine the response of second-step splicing 
factors to heavy metal stress conditions (HgCl2, Hg(OAc)2, CdSO4, CuSO4 and ZnSO4). My 
studies have shown that plants subjected to increasing concentrations of Hg(OAc)2 and CdSO4 
for three weeks from germination accumulate pre-mRNA transcripts of genes not subject to 
alternative splicing. This effect is observed for some of the second-step splicing factors and some 
genes that are involved in other cellular processes like plant defense and transcription regulation. 
In contrast, pre-mRNA transcripts of genes subject to alternative splicing, such as the Ser/Arg-
rich (SR) proteins involved in intron recognition, accumulate varied proportions of alternatively 
spliced transcripts but not pre-mRNA transcripts.  
To determine whether translation-dependent nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) was 
involved in the accumulation of pre-mRNAs, the effects of chemically inactivating translation 
were examined. My studies have shown that the patterns of second-step splicing factor transcript 
accumulation observed when NMD is chemically knocked out most resemble the patterns of 
transcript accumulation when plants are treated with cadmium. The fact that these patterns do not 
match exactly suggests that while the metals may affect NMD, they do not abolish it in the same 
manner as chemically abolishing it by halting translation and other effects are independent of 
NMD. It was also determined that many of the second-step splicing factor expression levels are 
regulated by NMD under normal conditions and the loss of NMD causes an accumulation of 
these transcripts. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Pre-mRNA splicing 
Virtually all eukaryotes contain primary transcripts that are composed of exons and 
intervening introns. As it is coded, messenger RNA (mRNA) is a precursor to the mature RNA 
that will be translated. Cis-splicing, or the removal of the non-coding introns and subsequent 
joining of the coding exons, is paramount to proper gene expression in eukaryotes. Splicing is 
carried out in the nucleus by the spliceosome, large ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes, in two 
steps (Padgett et al., 1984; Ruskin et al., 1984). The mRNA must also be capped by a guanine 
which is methylated at position 7 at the 5’ end of the transcript and a polyadenosine (poly (A)) 
tail is added to the 3’ end for the mRNA to be mature (reviewed in Shatkin and Manley, 2000). 
Export of the mature mRNA out of the nucleus for translation is mediated in part by a second 
complex of proteins called the exon junction complex (EJC). The EJC is present at the exon-
exon junction and is important in RNA surveillance. Aberrant splicing may result in a premature 
stop codon (PTC) prior to an EJC indicating that the gene was improperly spliced and would 
result in the production of a truncated protein. RNA that fails to be completely processed usually 
undergoes a form of RNA surveillance, or RNA degradation (reviewed in Bono and Gehring, 
2011). 
The number and length of introns in a gene can vary. In an example gene transcript 
(Figure 1.1), there is an untranslated region (UTR) at the 5’ end of the gene. This is followed by 
the start codon (AUG) and coding sequence. All of this described region would be considered 
exon 1 as UTRs can also contain introns and exons. Following exon 1 is the sole intron in this 
model. This is the region that will be spliced out of the gene. Following the intron is exon 2, the 
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second and final coding region in this example. Included in this region are the stop codon and a 
second stretch of untranslated RNA, the 3’ UTR. The intergenic region is found on either side of 
the UTRs on the chromosomal DNA and is not transcribed (not shown). 
The removal of the non-coding intron and joining of the surrounding exons requires to 
chemical steps. Both of the chemical steps of the splicing reaction involve transesterifications 
(Figure 1.2) (Padgett et al., 1984; Ruskin et al., 1984). The first step occurs between the 5’ end of 
the intron and a conserved adenosine inside of the intron (Figure 1.3). The hydroxyl group of the 
conserved adenosine attacks the phosphodiester bond between the exon and the intron of the 5’ 
splice site. The result is a free 3’ hydroxyl group on the first (5’) exon and a lariat structure in the 
intron. This is an unusual phosphodiester bond between the 2’ hydroxyl of the adenosine and 5’ 
phosphate group at the 5’ splice site. The second step occurs between the 3’ end of the intron and 
the free hydroxyl group at the former 5’ end of the intron, joining of the two surrounding exons 
together (Figure 1.4). The free 3’ hydroxyl group of exon 1 attaches the phosphodiester bond 
between the intron and exon of the 3’ splice site. The phosphate group at the 5’ end of exon 2 is 
now bound to the 3’ end of exon 1 in a typical phosphodiester bond. The lariat structure contains 
a free hydroxyl group at its 3’ end and is released and targeted for degradation (Maschhoff and 
Padgett, 1992; Moore and Sharp, 1992).  
The composition of the spliceosome is dynamic and the assembly of proteins and RNAs 
is ordered allowing for the factors involved in each step to differ. The major spliceosome (the U2 
spliceosome) is comprised of 5 small nuclear RNPs (snRNPs): U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6 along 
with non-snRNP protein factors. snRNPs consist of the uridine-rich small nuclear RNA, U1, U2, 
U4/U6 or U5, each of which are complementary to conserved sequences in and around the 
intron, and associated proteins. A minor spliceosomal complex (the U12 complex) splices a 
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minority of introns and is composed of U11, U12, U4atac, U5 and U6atac snRNPs. The 
functions of the snRNPs found in the minor spliceosome are analogous to those of the major 
spliceosome (e.g. U11 functions as U1, U12 as U2, etc.) and U5 is shared between both 
spliceosome types (Tarn and Steitz, 1997). 
In the major spliceosome, the U1 snRNP is complementary to a conserved sequence at 
the 5’ splice site (Lerner et al., 1980; Rogers and Wall, 1980) and the U2 snRNP is associated 
with the branchpoint region of the intron to expose it for use as a nucleophile in the first 
transesterification step of splicing forming a pre-catalytic complex (Parker et al., 1987; Query et 
al., 1994; Ritchie et al., 2009). The U4 and U6 snRNAs are arranged into a single complex. They 
interact with the U5 snRNP to form the U4/U6·U5 tri-snRNP. The tri-snRNP binds with the 
complex resulting in a rearrangement (Cheng and Abelson, 1987; Konarska and Sharp, 1987; 
Pikielny et al., 1986). The U5 RNA directly interacts with the conserved sequence at the 3’ 
splice site of the intron (Umen and Guthrie, 1995). U1 and U4 snRNAs are released from the 
spliceosome and the U2 and U6 snRNAs form base pairs with each other (Cheng and Abelson, 
1987; Lamond et al., 1988; Pikielny et al., 1986) (Figure 1.5). With the assistance of other 
protein factors within the spliceosome, splicing is catalyzed; the intron is removed and the two 
surrounding exons are joined together and released from the spliceosome.  
There are over 300 factors in the spliceosome. The snRNPs are a small fraction of the 
molecules entwined in this process. This study focuses on the effects on the SR (serine/arginine-
rich) proteins and the second step splicing factors involved in the spliceosome. Many of these 
second step splicing factors are designated as PRP (precursor RNA processing) proteins, yet the 
PRPs are diverse in their function and step in involvement in splicing; PRP8 is really a snRNP-
associated protein (Pinto and Steitz, 1989). 
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The chemistry of splicing is the same in plants as that in other eukaryotes. Beyond the 
mechanism, many variations to splicing, including regulation, protein involvement, organelles 
involved, etc., occur in plants. This work is focused on the study of splicing in the diploid model 
organism Arabidopsis thaliana. Arabidopsis has five chromosomes which were sequenced in 
2000 (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). Work on Arabidopsis splicing not only has 
implication for the basic understanding of splicing, but is relatable to many agricultural issues 
including production of genetically modified crops, disease resistance, pollution and pest 
management. 
1.2 Intron features  
While the mechanisms of intron splicing between eukaryotes are similar, the frequency 
and size of introns vary between organisms (Table 1.1). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 3% of the 
genes contain an intron and of these genes, almost all of them contain a single intron that is 
approximately 300 base pairs (Lopez and Séraphin, 1999). Multiple introns are present in most 
human genes, and the size of those introns can vary from hundreds to thousands of base pairs 
(Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001). In Arabidopsis genes, introns are present in 80-85% of 
the genes and range in size from less than 100 base pairs to over 1000 base pairs (Brown et al., 
1996; Lorković et al., 2000). Arabidopsis genes also tend to carry a varied amount of introns. 
The majority of Arabidopsis genes have 1-3 introns, but a single gene can have over 40 introns. 
As expected, nearly all mature transcripts in human and Arabidopsis genes are spliced, but it is 
also important to note that in yeast, the 3% of intron-containing genes account for 27% of the 
total transcripts (Lopez and Séraphin, 1999). 
There are surprisingly few characteristics at the intron that render the splice site 
recognizable (Table 1.1). The 5’ splice site maintains the conserved sequence AG/gu (capital 
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designates exonic nucleotides, slashes designate splice sites, lowercase designates intron 
nucleotides, underlines designate highly conserved nucleotides) across eukaryotes for splice sites 
recognized by the major spliceosome. Directly downstream from the 5’ splice site is another 
conserved sequence. In plants and mammals, the sequence is aagu and in yeast, the sequence is 
augu (Schuler, 2008). The conserved sequence at the 3’ splice site is ag/G for introns spliced by 
the major spliceosome. Immediately upstream of the 3’ splice site is a pyrimidine in mammals, a 
cytosine in yeast or gc in plants (Schuler, 2008). More recently, a few different splice site 
sequences have been found to be recognized by the major spliceosome. The additional sequences 
include /gc…ag/ and /au…ac/, yet no /au…ac/ introns were identified (Sheth et al., 2006). The 
minor spliceosome recognizes a separate subset of introns, those with either a /gu…ac/ or a 
/gu…ag/ intron junction sequence (Levine and Durbin, 2001; Sheth et al., 2006; Zhu and 
Brendel, 2003).  
In addition to the two splice site sequences that are recognized by the spliceosome, the 
branchpoint region includes the absolutely conserved adenosine involved in lariat formation and 
the less strictly conserved surrounding nucleotides. In mammals, the consensus branchpoint 
sequence is YNYURAC (Nelson and Green, 1989), in yeast it is UACUAAC (Domdey et al., 
1984; Rodriguez et al., 1984) and in plants it is CURAY (Brown, 1996; Liu and Filipowicz, 
1996; Simpson et al., 1996) (the branchpoint adenosine is underlined, Figure 1.6). The location 
of the branchpoint adenosine can vary between 19 and 50 nucleotides upstream of the 3’ splice 
site (Schuler, 2008). 
A final spliceosomal recognition site is the polypyrimide tract (Py-tract), a stretch of 
pyrimidines, is located between the branchpoint and the 3’ splice site. The Py-tract is recognized 
by either the U2 snRNP heterodimer U2AF or a subunit of the heterodimer in S. cerevisiae and 
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humans (Abovich et al., 1994; Zamore et al., 1992). Yet the necessity of the of Py-tract is splice 
site recognition is  unclear, as the U2AF recognition of the region between the branchpoint and 
the 3’ splice site does not always depend upon the presence of a strong Py-tract (Sridharan and 
Singh, 2007). Plant introns, however, have a notable lack of a Py-tract (Wiebauer et al., 1988). 
Plants have a uridine-rich tract in which adenosines can be substituted (AU-tract) within the 
intron (Baynton et al., 1996). Interfering with the length of the AU-tract can cause recognition of 
alternative 5’ and 3’ splice sites (McCullough and Schuler, 1993; Merritt et al., 1997). The 
boundary between the AU-rich intron and the relatively AG-rich exon are important for plant 
splice site recognition (McCullough et al., 1993). 
1.3 Plant splicing 
While some similarities between plant splicing and splicing in other eukaryotes are 
evident, the differences are significant. Previously described differences in intron features likely 
cause mammalian genes expressed in transgenic plants to be processed incorrectly (Barta et al., 
1986; van Santen and Spritz, 1987; Wiebauer et al., 1988). Conversely, plant introns can be 
processed in animal systems (Brown et al., 1986; Hartmuth and Barta, 1986; van Santen and 
Spritz, 1987; Wiebauer et al., 1988). The Py-tract/AU-tract found in animals or plants, 
respectively, is likely the reason for this incongruity. The animal spliceosome is able to correctly 
identify the plant splice sites when a Py-tract is not present (but and AU-tract is) but the plant 
spliceosome cannot correctly identify the splice sites of an AU-tract-lacking animal gene 
(McCullough and Schuler, 1993). 
The contrast between the AU-rich intron and the exon of the plant gene has led to the 
theory of the intron definition and intron boundary recognition by the plant spliceosome 
(Belostotsky and Rose, 2005; McCullough et al., 1993). This is a marked contrast from the 
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widely accepted idea of exon definition in animals that lead to correct identification of splice 
sites and introns (Belostotsky and Rose, 2005; Berget, 1995). This contrast suggests a major 
difference in the fundamentals of intron recognition between plants and other eukaryotes and 
may be a clue as to why the animal spliceosome can recognize plant introns but not vice versa. 
Because major differences in intron recognition have been identified in plants versus 
other eukaryotes, it is no surprise that the factors that make up the spliceosomes also vary. 
Seventy-four genes encoding snRNAs and 395 genes encoding homologs to animal splicing-
related proteins have been identified in the Arabidopsis genome (Wang and Brendel, 2004). 70 
of the genes encoding snRNAs are thought to be associated with the major spliceosome while 
only 4 of those genes are thought to encode minor spliceosomal snRNAs (Wang and Brendel, 
2004). The 74 identified snRNAs are spread out over the 5 Arabidopsis chromosomes and are 
generally not adjacent to each other in contrast to the gene repeats found in the hundreds of 
human U1, U2 and U4 snRNAs (Bark et al., 1986; Lund and Dahlberg, 1984; Van Arsdell and 
Weiner, 1984; Wang and Brendel, 2004).  
1.4 Alternative splicing in plants 
Alternative splicing, a mechanism in which alternative mature mRNAs can be produced 
from a single gene, adds an additional layer of gene regulation in eukaryotes and has been 
examined through several different methods in plants. Both individual gene examination and 
bioinformatics tools lend information on the study of different types and outcomes of alternative 
splicing in Arabidopsis. Alternative splicing can be achieved through intron retention, exon 
skipping, alternative 5’ and 3’ splice sites and any combination of the above (Figure 1.7). 
The human genome has between 20,000 and 30,000 genes, a number that was initially 
thought to be quite low (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001). It is now known that the 
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number of different mature mRNA transcripts outnumber the number of genes by as much as 
eight-fold as a result of alternative splicing. Based on exon junction microarrays of the human 
genome, 74% of human genes are predicted to be alternatively spliced (Johnson et al., 2003). 
Arabidopsis has nearly the same number of genes (25,000) as human (Arabidopsis Genome 
Initiative, 2000), but only 42% of Arabidopsis genes are suspected to undergo alternative 
splicing as determined with cDNA and EST data (Filichkin et al., 2010). S. cerevisiae do not 
undergo alternative splicing.  
The most predominant form of alternative splicing in human is exon skipping whereas 
the most common form of alternative splicing in Arabidopsis is intron retention (Haas, 2008). 
This is interesting albeit not surprising considering the unique theories for how the splice site is 
recognized: exon recognition versus intron recognition. Of the alternative splicing events that 
occur in Arabidopsis, the use of an alternative 3’ splice site is twice as frequent as the use of an 
alternative 5’ splice site (Wang and Brendel, 2006). 
Alternative splicing was initially discovered in Drosophila melanogaster developmental 
genes that were alternatively spliced in sex determination (Baker, 1989). This type of regulation 
has since been identified in other insects, silkworm and C. elegans (Fujii and Shimada, 2007; 
Kerins et al., 2010; Salz, 2011). Alternative splicing has also been implicated in mammalian and 
the haploid cucumber sex determination (Guo et al., 2010; Lalli et al., 2003). Sex determination 
is not the sole developmental purpose for alternative splicing. The Down syndrome cell adhesion 
molecule (Dscam) gene in Drosophila has over 38,000 different isoforms as a result of 
alternative splicing. These protein products are important in the establishing of neural circuits, 
and at least some of the isoforms are spliced a specific points in development as well as different 
locations within the organism (Celotto and Graveley, 2001). 
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In addition to developmental roles, alternative splicing in Arabidopsis is implicated in 
regulation of the jasmonic acid hormone pathways and in circadian responses. Jasmonic acids are 
involved in plant growth as well as defense and development. The JASMONATE-ZIM 
DOMAIN (ZIM) proteins regulate this pathway, among others (Gfeller et al., 2010). Three of 
these JAZ proteins have been confirmed to be alternatively spliced and these alternative splicing 
events lead to jasmonate-insensitive protein variants or dominant JAZ repressors (Chini et al., 
2009; Pauwels and Goossens, 2011; Thines et al., 2007; Yan et al., 2007). Regulation of the 
circadian clock in Arabidopsis is also partially regulated by alternative splicing. Eighteen splice 
variants have been identified in 5 of the 10 core clock proteins and at least some of these 
alternative splicing events are a result of the subtle temperature changes that are characteristic of 
the day-to-night switch and vice versa (James et al., 2012). 
Alternative splicing as a means of defense is a valuable tool that may be unique to plants 
and some invertebrates. Because plants lack an innate immune system, this use of alternative 
splicing may allow plants to remain viable biotic and abiotic stress conditions such as 
temperature, light, radiation, osmotic, drought, salt and heavy metals (Ali and Reddy, 2008; 
Gassmann, 2008; Glekas et al., in preparation). 
Conservative predictions suggest that only 42% of Arabidopsis genes are alternatively 
spliced, but the majority of all stress-related genes undergo alternative splicing (Chen et al., 
2007; Filichkin et al., 2010). Currently, research of abiotic stress response is limited to the genes 
that are alternatively spliced and the downstream effects remain to be elucidated. Genes that are 
alternatively spliced include both specific stress-related genes and that have wider functionality 
(Ali and Reddy, 2008). Cold stress results in the alternative splicing of β-hydroxyacyl ACP 
dehydratase, an enzyme involved in fatty acid biosynthesis and involved in temperature stress 
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response (Tai et al., 2007). Acetyl CoA carboxylase, an enzyme involved in lipid metabolism, 
utilizes an alternative promoter as a result of heat stress-related alternative splicing (Podkowinski 
et al., 2003). Transcription factors and splicing factors are also alternatively spliced in 
temperature stress conditions, events which are duplicated in other abiotic stress conditions (Ali 
and Reddy, 2008; Egawa et al., 2006; Palusa et al., 2007; Xue and Loveridge, 2004). The effects 
of heavy metals on both alternative and general splicing have not been examined until this study 
and these data are important for determination of consequences of environmental contamination. 
More progress has been made with plant resistance proteins (R proteins) that are 
alternatively spliced as an effect from biotic stress or microbial pathogen infection. Some 
Arabidopsis R proteins are alternatively spliced and the ratio of different splice products is 
important for the defense function (Gassmann, 2008). In particular, some R protein products are 
alternatively spliced resulting in a truncated protein. This protein must be present at certain 
levels in combination with the major splice product in order for the stress response to be 
activated (Dinesh-Kumar and Baker, 2000; Zhang and Gassmann, 2007).  
1.5 Splicing-related proteins in plant 
In order to understand the intricacies of plant splicing, it is necessary to characterize the 
trans-acting splicing related protein factors that are involved. The Arabidopsis genome 
commonly has multiple loci for genes that are found in single copy in mammalian or yeast 
genomes. There is no exception for splicing proteins in Arabidopsis. The collection of 
spliceosomal proteins in Arabidopsis is quite complex and it is important to examine the function 
of the proteins and their multiple loci, as their expression levels lead to the notion that they are 
not likely redundant in function (Glekas and Schuler, in preparation). 
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Splicing is not limited to two transesterification steps; proteins of the spliceosome can 
play many roles prior to and after participating in only those two steps. Spliceosomal proteins are 
involved in splice site recognition, the first and second transesterification steps, fidelity 
assurance and mRNA export from the nucleus. Some of the spliceosomal proteins fit into certain 
classes (Sm, SR, PRP, etc.) but these classes can overlap, are general and do not encompass all 
spliceosomal proteins. And while this list of spliceosomal proteins is not comprehensive, it does 
highlight many important spliceosomal proteins. 
RNA recognition motif (RRM) proteins are a large class of proteins that are not limited to 
splicing factors. Within the RRM family of proteins are the snRNP proteins, SR proteins and 
some post splicing proteins such as shuttling proteins. In addition to the RRM proteins, non-
RRM proteins, like first- and second-step splicing factors, play a role in the catalyses necessary 
for splicing. It is clear that intron composition and splice-site recognition in plants are different 
than those of other eukaryotes. A major focus of this study is to characterize one subset of 
Arabidopsis splicing factors. 
1.6 snRNP proteins 
SnRNP proteins assist snRNAs in carrying out their previously outlined functions. 
Ninety-one snRNP-associated proteins have been identified in Arabidopsis via alignment data, 
but few of these proteins have been characterized functionally. Twenty-four of the snRNP 
protein factors contain an RNA-binding domain called the Sm or Sm-like domain (Achsel et al., 
2001). These 24 proteins are homologs of 15 human Sm or Sm-like proteins (Wang and Brendel, 
2004), meaning multiple copies of many of the snRNPs are present in Arabidopsis as opposed to 
their human counterparts. For example, there are 22 U1 and U2-spcific proteins in Arabidopsis 
and only 5 in human (Wang and Brendel, 2006). Currently, it is unclear if some of these multiple 
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loci have compensatory effects, recognize different target or even if all of these genes are 
expressed. 
 
1.7 SR proteins 
SR proteins are a highly conserved, large subclass of RRM proteins that play a role in 
recognition of splice sites across introns (Reddy, 2004; Wang and Brendel, 2006). These proteins 
are not considered snRNP-related proteins, yet they do play a role in splice site recognition and 
recruitment of snRNPs in both constitutive and alternative splicing (Graveley, 2000; Shepard and 
Hertel, 2009). SR proteins are, in fact, heavily implicated in not only general alternative splicing, 
but in the alternative splicing of their own transcripts as SR proteins are so commonly 
themselves alternatively spliced (Reddy, 2004). Arabidopsis possess 19 identified SR proteins, 
while about half that many are found in the human genome (Barta et al., 2008; Reddy, 2004). 
Many of these Arabidopsis SR proteins are unique to plants alone and do not have homologs in 
mammalian or yeast organisms. 
1.8 Second step splicing factors 
Second step splicing factors are among the non-RRM class of proteins, although some of 
the proteins do bind RNA. Most of the second step splicing factors are designated as PRP 
proteins, although SLU7 is also considered a second step splicing factor. The functions of second 
step splicing factors range from 3’ splice site recognition to release of the fully spliced and 
proofread RNA (Schwer, 2008; Schwer and Guthrie, 1991). As with other examples of 
splieceosomal proteins, there are multiple copies of all but one second step splicing factor, 11 in 
Arabidopsis and 1 in human and yeast (Wang and Brendel, 2006).  
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Table 1.1 Comparison of intron characteristics between organisms. Capital letters designate 
exonic nucleotides, slashes designate splice sites, lowercase letters designate intronic 
nucleotides, underlined letters designate highly conserved nucleotides. Major and minor splice 
site consensus sequences are recognized by the major or minor spliceosome. 
 
 
 S. cerevisiae Human Arabidopsis 
Major 5’ splice 
site consensus AG/guaagu AG/guaagu AG/guaugu 
Minor 5’ splice 
site consensus /gu /gu /gu 
Major 3’ splice 
site consensus yag/G cag/G gcag/G 
Minor 3’ splice 
site consensus ac/ or ag/ ac/ or ag/ ac/ or ag/ 
Branchpoint 
consensus UACUAAC YNYURAC CURAY 
Approximate 
length (bp) 300 100s – 1000s 60 – 1000s 
Percent of 
genes 3% 90% 80 – 85% 
Number of 
introns per 
gene 
1 multiple 1 - 40 
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Figure 1.1 Single intron-containing gene model. The 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) 
are gray. Exons 1 and 2 are the open boxes and the single intron is a black bar. The start codon is 
labeled as AUG and the stop codon is indicated. The splice sites, the regions where the exons 
and introns meet are labeled on either side of the intron. 
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Figure 1.2 Basic steps of intron splicing. Two exons (green boxes) are joined together by the 
splicing out of a single intron (black bar). The reaction involves two transesterifications, 
represented by curved arrows. The A represents the conserved adenosine in the intron involved 
in nucleophilic attack on the 5’ splice site and lariat formation. The two separate 
transesterification steps are bracketed. 
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Figure 1.3 First transesterification of splicing. The 5’ splice site contains a guanosine in the 
exon (green boxes) and a guanosine in the intron (black bar), both labeled as G. The conserved 
adenosine necessary for the first transesterification and lariat formation is labeled as A in the 
intron. Typical phosphodiester bonds are shown in red and the 2’ hydroxyl is shown in blue. 
Curved, black arrows indicate the two nucleophilic attacks of the first transesterification step.  
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Figure 1.4 Second transesterification of splicing. The 5’ splice site contains a guanosine in the 
exon (green boxes) and the 3’ splice site contains a guanosine in the exon and in the intron (black 
bar), all labeled as G. The conserved adenosine necessary for the first transesterification and 
lariat formation is labeled as A in the already formed lariat. Typical phosphodiester bonds are 
shown in red and the 2’ hydroxyl is shown in blue. Black arrows indicate the two nucleophilic 
attacks of the second transesterification step.  
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Figure 1.5 Assembly of snRNPs on the major spliceosome. snRNPs are labeled based on the 
snRNA that is at the core of each complex. U1 anneals to the conserved sequence at the 5’ splice 
site. U2 binds the branchpoint. The U4/U6·U5 tri-snRNP rearranges the exons; the U5 RNA 
directly interacts with the conserved sequence at the 3’ end of the intron. U1 and U4 snRNAs are 
released from the spliceosome. The remaining snRNPs are released with the lariat structure.  
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Figure 1.6 Arabidopsis intron sequence model. Consensus sequences for the 5’ splice site, 
branchpoint and 3’ splice site in Arabidopsis are labeled. The diagonal slashes indicate a break in 
the intron sequence and the AU-rich regions within the intron are labeled. 
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Figure 1.7 Types of alternative splicing. Exons are green boxes and introns are black bars with 
transparent red boxes. Alternatively retained introns or intron fragments are red boxes.  
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CHAPTER 2 
Differential expression of second-step splicing factors in Arabidopsis 
1.1 Introduction 
Pre-mRNA splicing is a well-studied process, yet in plants, there are a large number of 
uncharacterized factors acting in the spliceosome. While some identities exist at the splice sites 
of plant, animal and yeast introns, there are significant differences in other features of their 
introns. Some of these cause mammalian genes to be processed incorrectly in transgenic plants 
(Barta et al., 1986; van Santen and Spritz, 1987; Wiebauer et al., 1988) and plant introns to be 
processed incorrectly in animal systems (Brown et al., 1986; Hartmuth and Barta, 1986; van 
Santen and Spritz, 1987; Wiebauer et al., 1988).  
PRP (pre-mRNA processing proteins) proteins involved in the first- and second-steps of 
splicing have been well characterized in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Homo sapiens and, in some 
cases, Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans but not in plants. Among these are 
the second-step splicing factors designated PRP16, PRP17, PRP18, PRP22 and SLU7 that are 
encoded by single copy genes in these other eukaryotes and, typically, by multicopy genes in 
plants. Functions defined for these are summarized below. 
PRP16  
In S. cerevisiae, the ATPase PRP16 is an essential DExD/H box helicase that interacts 
with snRNAs at the spliceosome (Burgess et al., 1990; Madhani and Guthrie, 1994; Schwer and 
Guthrie, 1992). PRP16 binds after 5’ splice site cleavage and lariat formation and proofreads 
proper 5’ splice site cleavage and lariat formation (Burgess and Guthrie, 1993; Koodathingal et 
al., 2010; Schwer and Guthrie, 1991). PRP16 helicase activity provokes a structural 
rearrangement in the spliceosome at the second transesterification step, although the exact nature 
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of the rearrangement is poorly understood (Schwer and Guthrie, 1992). In vitro, it has been 
shown that PRP16 can indiscriminately unwind or travel along single-stranded or double-
stranded RNA, respectively, which presented evidence, along with genetic data, that PRP16 can 
displace secondary structure complexes of RNA in vivo (Madhani and Guthrie, 1994; Mefford 
and Staley, 2009; Wang et al., 1998). In 2011, it was shown that PRP16 can displace 
spliceosomal protein factors necessary for the first transesterification of splicing allowing the 
second-step to proceed (Tseng et al., 2011). 
PRP17 
S. cerevisiae PRP17 is a splicing factor that functions during the second 
transesterification step of splicing and is thought to bind PRP16 (Frank et al., 1992; Jones et al., 
1995; Xu et al., 1998). In addition, a PRP17 null mutant in S. cerevisiae is blocked from entering 
S-phase of mitosis because there is a lack of splicing of the Anc1 transcript, linking cell-cycle 
regulation with pre-mRNA splicing (Ben-Yehuda et al., 2000; Boger-Nadjar et al., 1998; Chawla 
et al., 2003). It has been noted that the Anc1 intron contains non-consensus thymidine (uridine in 
RNA) residues in the branchpoint to 3’ exon border needed for its recognition by PRP17 (Dahan 
and Kupiec, 2004) suggesting that PRP17 plays a role in branchpoint recognition. There is no 
evidence, however, that PRP17 interacts directly with RNA. Additionally, PRP17 in yeast is 
necessary for the splicing of long introns (>200 nucleotides) and introns with long distances 
between the branchpoint and the 3’ splice site (>13 nucleotides) (Sapra et al., 2004). PRP17 in S. 
cerevisiae as well as its homologs in other organisms have highly conserved WD40 domains that 
are predicted to form a 7-blade propeller (Lindsey-Boltz et al., 2000). The WD40 motif contains 
exposed loops that are often important for protein-protein interactions and scaffolding-roles. This 
would match with the importance of PRP17 in splicing of long introns or introns that contain a 
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lengthy branchpoint to 3’ splice site distance in yeast as it is likely acting as a scaffold to bring 
components at different regions of the spliceosome together.  
PRP18 
In S. cerevisiae, PRP18 is a second-step splicing factor implicated in splice site 
recognition (Crotti and Horowitz, 2009; Horowitz and Abelson, 1993; Vijayraghavan and 
Abelson, 1990). Like PRP17, PRP18 function is also important in the splicing of introns with a 
lengthy distance between the branchpoint and the 3’ splice site (Zhang and Schwer, 1997). 
Mutational analysis demonstrates interaction between PRP18 and another second-step splicing 
factor, SLU7, as well as PRP18’s ability to stabilize the interaction of adjoining exons with U5 
snRNA (Bacikova and Horowitz, 2005; Crotti et al., 2007).  
PRP22 
S. cerevisiae PRP22 (and its human homolog HRH1) is a DExD/H box helicase that 
functions after the second-step splicing factor helicase, PRP16. It plays several roles late in the 
second-step of splicing. PRP22 is responsible for the completion of the second-step of splicing, 
the release of the mature mRNA from the spliceosome and in that capacity it maintains a 
proofreading function to ensure quality control (Mayas et al., 2006; Ohno and Shimura, 1996; 
Sawa and Shimura, 1991; Schneider and Schwer, 2001; Wagner et al., 1998). The function of 
PRP22 in the completion of the second-step of splicing does not require its ATPase activity (and 
in turn its helicase activity), but the ATPase activity is necessary for the disassembly of the 
spliceosome, which includes the release of the mature RNA (Campodonico and Schwer, 2002; 
Schneider and Schwer, 2001). PRP22’s proofreading activity functions two-fold. It stalls the 
release of a spliced transcript in vivo that contains a mutation at the 3’ splice site (Mayas et al., 
2006). In vitro, it can also halt the exon ligation of a splicing intermediate that contains a 
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mutated 5’ splice site or an aberrant branchpoint structure (Mayas et al., 2006). Utilizing 5’ to 3’ 
directionality, the helicase disrupts the interaction between the U5 snRNA and the mature 
mRNA to release the mRNA from the spliceosome (Schwer, 2008). 
SLU7 
 SLU7 is essential for 3’ splice site selection (Chua and Reed, 1999b; Frank and Guthrie, 
1992). SLU7 associates with the spliceosome after the first step of splicing but before the 
identification of the 3’ splice site, acts in concert with PRP16 and continues to act after PRP16 
activity is finished (Ansari and Schwer, 1995; Chua and Reed, 1999a). Of the studied second-
step splicing factors, SLU7 is the first to be identified as playing a role in alternative splicing. 
Human cells under UV stress cause the subcellular localization of SLU7 to alter, resulting in 
alternative splicing (Janowicz et al., 2011; Shomron et al., 2005). Its expression is also regulated 
by two opposing transcription factors which, when either is depleted, results in alternative 
splicing of other gene products (Alberstein et al., 2007). 
Although there is no evidence indicating that the second-step of splicing mechanistically 
differs in plants and other eukaryotes, the splicing factors involved still need to be functionally 
characterized since the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana contains multiple loci for four of the 
five second-step splicing factors and a single locus for PRP16. Comparisons of the amino acid 
sequence identities between A. thaliana, S. cerevisiae and H. sapiens homologues (Table 2.1) 
indicate that the single-copy AtPRP16 shares 33-47% amino acid sequence identity with its 
human and yeast counterparts. In contrast, AtPRP17 is present in two copies (AtPRP17-1, 
AtPRP17-2) that share only 25% identity with each other and 24-48% identity with human and 
yeast. AtPRP18 is present in two copies (AtPRP18A, AtPRP18B) that share 47% identity with 
each other and 16-38% identity with human and yeast. AtPRP22 is present in three copies 
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(AtPRP22-1, AtPRP22-2, AtPRP22-3) and AtSLU7 is present in three copies (AtSLU7-1A, 
AtSLU7-1B, AtSLU7-2). While AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3 are relatively similar to one another 
(60% identity), each only shares 30-31% sequence identity with AtPRP22-1. Likewise, while 
AtSLU7-1A and AtSLU7-1B are very similar (91% identity), each only shares 58-59% identity 
with AtSLU7-2. 
It is likely that the multiple loci for PRP17, PRP18, PRP22 and SLU7 are the result of 
several genome duplication events, at least one of which occurred prior to differentiation from 
ancient angiosperm ancestors and at least two of which occurred after this differentiation 
(Bowers et al., 2003; Maere et al., 2005). While duplicated genes are commonly associated with 
functional redundancy, the facts that none of the duplicated copies are adjacent to their closest 
relatives (Figure 2.1) and that many have substantially diverged suggest that this is not the case 
for the Arabidopsis second-step splicing factors. This suggestion is further supported by the fact 
that most attempts aimed at knocking out the second-step splicing factors have generated embryo 
lethal mutants and a few phenotypically abnormal mutants (unpublished data).  
This study, aimed at characterizing the second-step splicing factors, initially examined 
sequence alignments for sequence and structure anomalies and subsequently produced homology 
models for evaluation of important domains and residues. Expression profiles of each second-
step splicing factor determined in multiple tissue types and at multiple ages identified subsets of 
genes co-expressed in aging plants. 
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2.2 Results 
Multiple sequence alignments, domain maps and homology models of the 
Arabidopsis second-step splicing factors 
AtPRP16, the only single isoform second-step splicing factor in this study, is a DExD/H 
superfamily RNA helicase with a Walker A motif in motif I of the DEAD box superfamily 
domain and a DEAH sequence in motif II of the DEAD box superfamily domain (Figure 2.2A). 
Like other DExD/H superfamily proteins, AtPRP16 contains DEAH, Helicase-C, HA2 and C-
terminal helicase domains but their lengths vary in comparison to ScPRP16 (Figure 2.2B). 
Preceding the region shown in Figure 2A, the first 572, 546 and 364 amino acids of the 
Arabidopsis, human and yeast proteins, respectively, are not alignable even though the first 288 
N-terminal amino acids of ScPRP16 are known to be necessary for nuclear localization and 
function in vivo (Wang and Guthrie, 1998). The unusually long N-terminal region of AtPRP16 is 
similar in length to other plant PRP16 proteins (soy, grass and grapevine) and shares 53-60% 
identity with these; this region does not contain any discernible motifs.  
Within the more conserved PRP16 sequences shown in Figure 2.2A, the Walker A motif 
(GXXXXGKT) contains GKT (at 378-380 in ScPRP16 and 585-587 in AtPRP16, Figure 2.2B) 
that has been shown to bind ATP and be essential for function in yeast (Hotz and Schwer, 1998; 
Linder et al., 1989). The sequence of this motif is absolutely conserved even at its four variable 
positions in the Arabidopsis, yeast and human PRP16 proteins. Several other helicase motifs and 
their surrounding regions are also absolutely conserved in the Arabidopsis, yeast and human 
PRP16 proteins. These include motif Ia (TQPRRVAA at 580-586 in AtPRP16) that has been 
associated with single-stranded DNA binding by the DNA helicase UL9 of HSV-9 (Tuteja and 
Tuteja, 2004); motif II, (DEAH at 650-654 in AtPRP16) that has the  DE necessary for ATPase 
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activity (Schneider et al., 2002); motif III (SAT at 681-683 in AtPRP16) that has been shown to 
couple ATPase and helicase activities in the DNA helicase ULV5 or HSV-I (Tuteja and Tuteja, 
2004); motif V (ATNIAETSLT at 836-845) that is important for helicase function in the DEAH 
helicases PRP43 and PRP22 (Schneider et al., 2004; Tanaka and Schwer, 2006) While the 
remaining motifs IV and VI each have one variant position, motif VI contains conserved Q854 
and R858 that are necessary for ATPase activity (Schneider et al., 2002) as well as R855, G857 
and R861 that are necessary for S. cerevisiae viability (Hotz and Schwer, 1998).  
Molecular modeling of the helicase domain (amino acids 450-1214) in AtPRP16 against 
the crystal structure of the S. cerevisiae PRP43 (PDB 2XAU, Walbott et al., 2010), a 
spliceosome disassembly factor (Arenas and Abelson, 1997; Walbott et al., 2010) positions the 
critical GKT side-chains (green stick-format in Figure 2C), DEAH side-chains (blue stick-
format),  SAT side-chains (yellow stick-format) and QR side-chains (orange stick-format) in 
close proximity in the ATPase catalytic pocket (Figure 2.2C). Other important motifs in this 
helicase, including motif Ia that mediates single-stranded nucleic acid binding, Helicase-C 
domain found in four helicase superfamilies and is critical for helicase activity in many RNA 
helicases, and originally analyzed in RNA helicase II/Gu (Valdez et al., 1997) and the HA2 
domain with unknown function (assumed to bind nucleic acids). Motif Ia and the Helicase-C 
domain are situated opposite of each other on the exterior of the protein, while the HA2 domain 
consists of three α-helices nestled in the interior of the protein.  
PRP17 in S. cerevisiae and its homologs in other organisms have a highly conserved 
WD40 domain that is thought to form a 7-blade propeller (Lindsey-Boltz et al., 2000) with 
exposed loops implicated in protein-protein interactions (Xu and Min, 2011). Preceding the 
WD40 domain is an N-terminal region of varying lengths, which in AtPRP17-1 and ScPRP17 is 
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about 275 amino acids long and in AtPRP17-2 and HsPRP17 is about 153 amino acids long 
(Figure 2.3A). This region is not well-defined and contains almost no discernible domain. The 
single exception that is the region between amino acids 42-61 in ScPRP17. These amino acids 
are required for localization to the nucleus (Lindsey-Boltz et al., 2000), but they are not 
conserved in any of the other examined PRP17s (Figure 2.3B). The first half of both AtPRP17-1 
and AtPRP17-2 do not contain any identified domains, nor do they share any significant 
sequence similarity with each other. But, the N-terminal half of AtPRP17-1 does share strong 
sequence identity with other predicted splicing factors while the N-terminal half of AtPRP17-2 
shares sequence identity with other plant PRP17 proteins. There are multiple homologs of PRP17 
in many different plant organisms and among these, one has stronger identity to AtPRP17-1 and 
the other has stronger identity to AtPRP17-2.  
Mutational analysis on yeast PRP17 residues show that the TETG at 235-238 is likely to 
be involved in protein-protein interactions (Lindsey-Boltz et al., 2000). AtPRP17-1 contains this 
exact sequence but AtPRP17-2 has V and R replacing the two T residues, respectively (Figure 
2.3B). This, in effect, replaces the polar side-chains with hydrophobic and charged residues, 
likely altering the way in which AtPRP17-2 interacts with its binding partners.  
Not all of the WD repeats in the AtPRP17 proteins (vertical hash marks in Figure 2.3B) 
necessarily end in WD residues, but many end in XD. Molecular modeling of the WD repeats in 
the AtPRP17 proteins against the WDR5 template (PDB 2CO0, Ruthenburg et al., 2006) shows 
that the typical seven-blade propeller is predicted for both proteins (Figure 2.3C) and that this 
domain follows an N-terminal region of variable length. The TETG (AtPRP17-1) and VERG 
(AtPRP17-2) residues predicted to be involved in protein-protein interactions are highlighted in 
yellow stick format in Figure 2.3C with their side-chains protruding from the protein. Based on 
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these models, it is likely that ScPRP17 and AtPRP17-1 maintain similar interactions with their 
pairing partners and that AtPRP17-2 has alternate pairing partners that can accommodate the 
extended R side-chain.  
Both AtPRP18 proteins differ in their domain arrangements from that of S. cerevisiae 
(Figure 2.4A). AtPRP18A and HsPRP18 contain N-terminal splicing factor motifs (SMF) 
(highlighted in yellow in Figure 2.4A) that were originally identified in PRP4 (He et al., 2012) 
and subsequently shown to be necessary for its interaction with cyclophilin H (cypH) in the first 
step of splicing (Ayadi et al., 1997). While molecular modeling revealed that HsPRP18 and 
cypH might interact similarly to HsPRP4 and cypH (He et al., 2012), there is no evidence that 
HsPRP18 and cypH interact in vivo in the second-step of splicing. This domain is not present in 
the truncated AtPRP18B or ScPRP18, but it is found in other plant species (He et al., 2012). Both 
AtPRP18A and AtPRP18B also contain the PRP18 superfamily domain that is conserved among 
all PRP18 proteins (Figure 2.4B). Quite different from their yeast and human counterparts, the 
C-terminal regions of AtPRP18A and AtPRP18B are found in many plant species including 
soybean, grape, poplar, Ricinus communis (castor oil plant), Brachypodium distachyin (grass), 
maize, rice, barley and moss. The crystal structure of ScPRP18 solved by Jiang and colleagues 
(2000, PDB 1DVK) indicates a positively charged surface region consistent with previous 
indications that PRP18 interacts with SLU7. This region located in helices 1 and 2 has H118, 
K125, K140, K141, R151 and R152 (indicated by arrows in Figure 2.4B) contributing to the 
surface charge. Of these, amino acids H118, R151 and R152 are essential for SLU7 interaction 
and amino acids R80, K140 and K141 are important for SLU7 interaction (Bacikova and 
Horowitz, 2002). Asterisks above AtPRP18A indicate the basic residues predicted to be surface 
amino acids and likely contribute to interactions with SLU7 (Figure 2.4B). Each of these 
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residues (visualized in stick format in Figure 2.4C) are outward-facing and also likely candidates 
for SLU7 interactions in Arabidopsis.  
The three AtPRP22 proteins contain the expected DEAH, Helicase-C, HA2 and C-
terminal helicase domains found in AtPRP16 and ScPRP22 (Figure 2.5A). AtPRP22-1 also 
contains a S1 RNA binding domain (originally identified in the ribosomal protein S1) that exists 
in ScPRP22; AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3 do not contain this domain. The additional SR 
(serine/arginine-rich) domain is found in AtPRP22-1 and human HRH1 (Ono et al., 1994) 
(Figure 2.5B). While analysis of HRH1 has indicated that this region is responsible for the 
localization of HRH1 to the nuclear speckles (Ohno and Shimura, 1996), ScPRP22 that lacks this 
region is also capable of localizing to these same regions.  
All AtPRP22 proteins also contain the common DExD/H superfamily domain. In motif I 
of the DEAH region, AtPRP22-1 and AtPRP22-2 contain a Walker A motif (GKT) that is 
necessary for the ATPase activity of ScPRP22 (Schneider et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 1998). At 
this position AtPRP22-3 has an alternate GKS (Figure 2.5B), a replacement found in a number of 
other Walker A motifs. In addition, all AtPRP22 proteins contain DEAH at 603-606 (numbered 
as in ScPRP22) and Q804 and R808 that are necessary for the ATPase activity of ScPRP22 
(Schneider et al., 2002; Schneider et al., 2004). In motif III of the DEAH domain, the 
SAT at 635-637  in ScPRP22 are necessary for helicase activity and release of mature mRNA 
from the spliceosome (Schwer and Meszaros, 2000). The substitution of T for S in AtPRP22-2 is 
unlikely to affect its activity. Motif V is important for linking the ATPase activity of PRP22 to 
the RNA substrate binding (Schneider et al., 2004). 
Each of the three AtPRP22 homology models (PDB 3I4U, Kudlinzki et al., 2012) exhibit 
the typical arrangement of a DEAH superfamily domain: a Helicase-C domain, an HA2 domain 
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and an OB (oligonucleotide-binding) domain (Figure 2.5C). The two regions that are shown to 
be necessary for ATPase activity: GKT in motif I and SAT in motif III are highlighted in stick 
format along with the DEAH in motif II.  
SLU7 is a zinc knuckle protein encoded by three loci in Arabidopsis. The zinc knuckle 
domain occurs in the N-terminal half of each of the three Arabidopsis SLU7 proteins (Figure 
2.6A). Overlapping with this region are four putative NLS regions that are important for 
localization of HsSLU7 to the nucleus (Shomron et al., 2004). Not conserved in the AtSLU7 
proteins is the PRP18 binding region from amino acids 215-224 in ScSLU7 (Figure 2.6B). The 
glutamic acid at 217 is absolutely required for interaction with PRP18 and proper splicing of pre-
mRNA (James et al., 2002) and is present in human SLU7. In contrast, AtSLU7-1A and AtSLU7-
1B contain a valine and AtSLU7-2 contains an isoleucine at this position; both AtSLU7 proteins 
and HsSLU7 have substantial sequence divergence in the region surrounding this position. 
AtSLU7-1A, AtSLU7-1B and HsSLU7 share a C-terminal insert that is not found in ScSLU7 or 
AtSLU7-2 (Figure 2.6B). The 144 and 145 amino acid C-terminal inserts in AtSLU7-1A and 
AtSLU7-1B are nearly identical and both contain a lysine-rich region not found in any of the 
other SLU7 proteins examined in this study. Homology models for the SLU7s of Arabidopsis 
cannot be generated because there is no structural data for any SLU7 protein or homolog. 
Analysis of expression levels of the second-step splicing factors in development 
In order to further differentiate between the multiple loci of the second-step splicing 
factors and to determine if subsets of the splicing factors act in concert, transcript levels of the 
second-step splicing factors were analyzed in multiple tissue types. To investigate the possibility 
that expression levels of the second-step splicing factors varied in different tissue types, with 
focus on rosette, stem, cauline, flower and silique at both 4 weeks and 7 weeks as compared to 
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the entire plant (seedling) at 1 week. Genevestigator  (Hruz et al., 2008) was used for preliminary 
expression analysis (Figure 2.7). The types of tissue analyzed are classified as germinated seed, 
seedling, young rosette, developed rosette, bolting, young flower, developed flower, flowers and 
siliques, mature siliques and senescence. Trends of expression do vary, which warranted further 
investigation in order to narrow the results to more specific tissue types and time points. 
Subsets of splicing factors in four-week-old plants 
To clarify the expression patterns of each second-step splicing factor, their transcript 
levels in four- and seven-week-old plants were evaluated by RT-PCR analysis and compared to 
the transcript levels in one-week-old seedling after normalization to the transcript levels of 
constitutive EF1α. As shown in Figure 2.8, different subsets of second-step splicing factors 
accumulate in each tissue-type of four-week-old plants. In rosette tissue, AtPRP16, AtPRP18B, 
AtPRP22-2, AtSLU7-1A and AtSLU7-1B are expressed at levels at least twice their levels in one-
week-old seedlings. In stem tissue, AtPRP16 and AtPRP22-2 are also expressed at higher levels. 
In cauline tissue, AtPRP16, AtPRP17-1, AtPRP22-2, AtPRP22-3 and AtSLU7-1B are expressed 
at higher levels with AtPRP22-2 expressed four-fold higher times that of in one-week-old 
seedlings, a more drastic change than what is found in analysis of other genes. In flower tissue, 
AtPRP16, AtPRP17-1, AtPRP17-2, AtPRP22-1, AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3 expressions are 
expressed at high levels with AtPRP17-2 having 13-fold higher expression than in one-week-old 
seedlings and AtPRP22-2 having seven-fold higher expression than in one-week-old seedlings. In 
silique tissue, AtPRP17-1, AtPRP17-2, AtPRP22-1, AtPRP22-2, AtPRP22-3, AtSLU7-1A, 
AtSLU7-1B and AtSLU7-2 are expressed at high levels with. AtPRP17-2 has eight-fold higher 
levels than in one-week-old seedlings and AtSLU7-2, which is not expressed in any other mature 
tissues, having nearly nine-fold higher levels than in one-week-old seedling. AtPRP18A 
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expression is consistent throughout the four-week-old plant except in stem tissue where it, along 
with AtPRP17-2, AtPRP18B and AtSLU7-2, is downregulated.  
Subsets of splicing factors in seven-week-old plants 
In all tissues of seven-week-old plants, AtPRP16, AtPRP17-1, AtPRP17-2, AtPRP22-1, 
AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3 transcript levels are consistently at least two-fold higher than in one-
week-old seedlings (Figure 2.9). AtPRP18A expression does not undergo significant increases or 
decreases any of the seven-week-old tissues. Both AtPRP18B and AtSLU7-2 expressions are 
significantly higher in flower and silique tissues of seven-week-old plants. Notably, seven-week-
old silique tissue expresses every second-step splicing factor examined, seven-week-old rosette 
tissue expresses many of the same second-step splicing factors as in four-week-old rosette tissue, 
four-week-old stem tissue expresses very few of these transcripts at higher levels than in one-
week-old seedlings and seven-week-old stem tissue expressed nearly all of these transcripts at 
higher levels.  
As compared to the same tissues in a 4-week-old, plant, there is less downregulation of 
most genes at 7 weeks of age (Figure 2.10). AtPRP22-2 is upregulated in every tissue at both the 
four week age and the seven week age, but when comparing tissue at seven weeks versus tissue 
at four weeks, the level of expression is higher in each of the older tissue. AtPRP17-1, AtPRP22-
1, AtPRP22-3, AtSLU7-1A and AtSLU7-1B levels tend to increase in most (but not all) tissues 
over time. Variation over time is more pronounced in AtPRP17-2, AtPRP18B and AtSLU7-2, and 
in some genes, expression levels decrease. 
2.3 Discussion 
Multiple sequence alignments and homology models were utilized to identify similarities 
and differences between the Arabidopsis second-step splicing factors and the better-characterized 
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yeast and human second-step splicing factors. AtPRP16 contains an additional 450 amino acid 
region at its N-terminus that is not present in yeast PRP16. The stretch of SR-rich residues 
present in AtPRP16 could play an additional role in the localization of PRP16 to the nucleus as it 
does in HsPRP16 where it has been shown to be necessary for localization to the spliceosome 
(Zhou and Reed, 1998). The expression of AtPRP16 remains relatively steady across most tissue 
types with expression levels never dipping below those of one-week-old seedlings except in 
seven-week-old silique tissue. This suggests that this protein might be necessary for splicing in 
all tissue types. 
AtPRP17-1 has a TETG motif on the outside of its WD40 propeller blade that closely 
aligns with the TETG motif important for interactions of yeast PRP17 with the spliceosome. 
AtPRP17-2 lacks this TETG motif and instead, has nonpolar and charged side-chain 
replacements that could allow for recruitment of alternate factors to AtPRP17-2-containing 
spliceosomes. Like AtPRP16, AtPRP17-1 expression is steady in most tissues and developmental 
stages with increases noted only in seven-week-old silique tissue. In contrast, AtPRP17-2 
expression is increased in four-week-old flower and silique tissues and all seven-week-old 
tissues. This suggests that AtPRP17-2 is important in splicing in reproductive tissues and 
developing embryos.  
AtPRP18A contains an SMF domain-containing insert in N-terminal region that is also 
present in other plant PRP18 proteins, but not in AtPRP18B or any other PRP18 proteins that 
have been functionally characterized. This domain could facilitate the recruitment of AtPRP18A 
to specific spliceosomes or could recruit other proteins to AtPRP18A-containing spliceosomes. 
Both AtPRP18A and AtPRP18B contain additional plant-specific C-terminal domains that have 
yet to be characterized for function.  
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AtPRP22-1 contains SR and S1 domains in its N-terminal region that are not present in 
AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3. As in the case of the PRP16 proteins, this SR domain is not present 
in yeast PRP22 but is present in human PRP22, where it has been shown to be important for the 
localization of PRP22 to nuclear speckles (Ohno and Shimura, 1996). Based on the differences 
of these three Arabidopsis PRP22 proteins, it will be important to determine if they localize to 
nuclear speckles and if they colocalize to the same nuclear speckles. AtPRP22-2 also has several 
substitutions at the catalytic regions of the protein that are likely to be inconsequential because of 
their occurrence in other DEAD-box helicases. Like AtPRP16, AtPRP22-1 is expressed in every 
tissue type without much variation in expression levels. AtPRP22-2, however, exhibits increased 
expression in four-week-old flower and in all mature tissue types. AtPRP22-3 is upregulated in 
only seven-week-old cauline, flower and silique tissues.  
It should be noted, that none of the Arabidopsis SLU7 proteins contain a discernible 
PRP18-binding domain. AtSLU7-1A and AtSLU7-1B expression is fairly steady across all tissue 
types at varying ages except AtSLU7-1B is upregulated in seven-week-old silique tissue. 
AtSLU7-2 is downregulated in all tissues except four-week-old silique and seven-week-old 
cauline, flower and silique tissues. In silique tissues of both ages, AtSLU7-2 is upregulated. 
From these data, it seems that some second-step splicing factors are expressed at steady 
levels and likely responsible for the splicing of introns in a wide number of tissues. Another 
subset of second-step splicing factors is expressed in specialized tissues and potentially 
responsible for the splicing of unusual introns in these tissues. The specialized splicing factors 
AtPRP17-2 and AtPRP22-2 are simultaneously upregulated in four-week-old flower and silique 
tissues and all seven-week-old tissues. The specialized splicing factors AtPRP18B and AtSLU7-2 
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exhibit increased expression in both four- and seven-week-old silique tissues. Determination of 
direct binding between each of these sets of genes will be a natural next step.  
It will be interesting to determine if each of these second-step splicing factors function 
within the same spliceosome or it they are more likely to function in a gene-specific manner. 
That is, does the splicing of certain pre-mRNAs recruit specific second-step splicing factors?  In 
addition to the possibility of the multiple loci of the second-step splicing factors acting in a gene-
specific manner, it will be prudent to examine if certain stresses imparted on the plant cause an 
alteration in the expression and function of the second-step splicing factors. We predict that the 
actions of the second-step splicing factors can influence alternative splicing and that the 
specialized splicing factors act on certain pre-mRNA transcripts. 
2.4 Materials and Methods 
Multiple sequence alignments 
Alignments were generated using the AlignX feature of the Vector NTI Suite 7 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) (Lu and Moriyama, 2004). The following parameters were employed: 
gap opening penalty of 10, gap extension penalty of 0.05, gap separation penalty range of 8. The 
score matrix that was employed was blosum62 scoring matrix (Eddy, 2004). Visualization and 
adjustments were made when deemed necessary upon inspection. Accession numbers for 
Arabidopsis sequences used are in Table 2.2 and accession numbers for the non-Arabidopsis 
sequences used are in Table 2.3. 
Homology models 
Models were generated using MOE: Molecular Operating Environment (Chemical 
Computing Group, Montreal, Canada). Templates were identified using the ALIGN function in 
MOE which employs the blosum62 scoring matrix (Eddy, 2004). Ten intermediate models were 
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generated for each target sequence using the respective crystal or NMR structure chosen for that 
particular model. The best intermediate models chosen based on their packing scores and rotamer 
outliers were subjected to further energy minimization using the CHARMM22 force field 
(MacKerell et al., 1998). The models were further rendered using PyMol (The PyMOL 
Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.5.0.4 Schrödinger, LLC). 
Plant growth conditions and material 
Wild type Arabidopsis thaliana (Columbia ecotype) seeds were sterilized by submerging 
in 70% alcohol for 30 seconds, 20% bleach and a drop of Tween20 for 15 minutes, and washed 
three times with sterile water. Seeds were then plated on ½ MS agar plates (pH 5.7). Seedlings 
were incubated in the dark at 4°C for 24 hours then grown under long day conditions. At the age 
of 14 days, plants were transferred to soil 1 week seedling samples. One-week-old seedlings 
were collected from plates and rosette, stem, cauline, flower and silique tissues were collected 
from 4- and 7-week-old plants. All tissue was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. 
RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis 
RNA used in tissue characterizing reverse transcriptase PCR was isolated using the 
RNeasy Plant minikit (QIAGEN), following the recommended procedure including on-column 
DNase treatment. In the case of metal stress experiments, RNA was extracted by the beadbeater 
method described in Thimmapuram et al. (2005) including DNase treatment. cDNA was 
synthesized by Superscript III (Invitrogen) according to the user manual, 1 μg of total RNA was 
used in a 20 μl reaction followed by dilution to 40 μl in water. 
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Analysis of transcript levels 
Semi-quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) primers are listed in Table 2.4. 
cDNA was amplified by 25 cycles of PCR, with the exception of EF1a, which was amplified for 
18 cycles. Each cycle consists of 94°C for 45 seconds, 58°C for 45 seconds and 72°C for 2 
minutes. The first cycle is preceded by a 3 minute 95°C denaturation period and followed by a 10 
minute 72°C elongation period. PCR products were run on 1.3% agarose gels, transferred to 
Hybond-N (Amersham-Pharmacia Biotech), and probed with 32P-labeled DNA probe made with 
random primers (Invitrogen) and gene-specific cDNA template. Blots were hybridized and 
washed according to Lou et al (1993). Band strength was determined by ImageJ (NIH) (Rasband, 
W. S. ImageJ, US National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) after background signal 
was reduced with a rolling ball radius of 50 – 70 pixels. Transcript levels were normalized to the 
corresponding EF1α measurements and compared to untreated samples. These performed in 
biological triplicate and fold-change is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The p-value is less than 
0.05. 
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Table 2.1 Percent sequence identities of PRP16, PRP17, PRP18, PRP22 and SLU7 genes.  
 AtPRP16 HsPRP16 ScPRP16   
AtPRP16 100 33 47   
HsPRP16  100 34   
ScPRP16   100   
 AtPRP17-1 AtPRP17-2 HsPRP17 ScPRP17  
AtPRP17-1 100 25 48 29  
AtPRP17-2  100 24 37  
HsPRP17   100 31  
ScPRP17    100  
 AtPRP18A AtPRP18B HsPRP18 ScPRP18  
AtPRP18A 100 47 31 16  
AtPRP18B  100 31 38  
HsPRP18   100 30  
ScPRP18    100  
 AtPRP22-1 AtPRP22-2 AtPRP22-3 HsHRH1 ScPRP22 
AtPRP22-1 100 31 30 60 45 
AtPRP22-2  100 60 28 32 
AtPRP22-3   100 27 31 
HsHRH1    100 43 
ScPRP22     100 
 AtSLU7-1A AtSLU7-1B AtSLU7-2 HsSLU7 ScSLU7 
AtSLU7-1A 100 91 59 45 19 
AtSLU7-1B  100 58 44 19 
AtSLU7-2   100 33 43 
HsSLU7    100 12 
ScSLU7     100 
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Table 2.2 Arabidopsis second-step splicing factors. The second-step splicing factors’ common 
names and locus in Arabidopsis. In the locus, the At represents the organism: Arabidopsis 
thaliana, the following number represents the chromosome on which it is located, and the final 
number represents where the gene is located on the chromosome. 
Common Name Locus Accession number 
PRP16 At5g13010 AED91841 
PRP17-1 At1g10580 ABO38749 
PRP17-2 At5g54520 AED96505 
PRP18A At1g03140 AEE27535 
PRP18B At1g54590 AEE33122 
PRP22-1 At3g26560 AEE77178 
PRP22-2 At1g26370 AEE30683 
PRP22-3 At1g27900 AEE30889 
SLU7-1A At1g65660 AEE34408 
SLU7-1B At4g37120 AEE86756 
SLU7-2 At3g45950 AEE78093 
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Table 2.3 Homologs of the second-step splicing factors in Arabidopsis. These proteins were 
used in the generation of multiple sequence alignments of the Arabidopsis second-step splicing 
factors. Sc = S. cerevisiae, Hs = Homo sapiens. 
Common Name Accession number 
ScPRP16 CAA82165 
 
HsPRP16 NP_054722 
 
ScPRP17 NP_010652 
 
HsPRP17 NP_056975 
 
ScPRP18 AAA34915  
HsPRP18 NP_003666 
ScPRP22 CAA41530 
HsHRH1 (PRP22) NP_004932 
ScSLU7 CAA98908 
HsSLU7 NP_006416 
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Table 2.3 Primers used in RT-PCR for tissue characterization. 
Gene Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
PRP16 gagaaaaccaggtgatagtg ctgcctcaatctcatcttgc 
PRP17-1 gcttgctgcacagagtttgg cgagattgatacaacactaaag 
PRP17-2 ggtcaaagcaagggttatcg ggtgacgtttgatgcaagg 
PRP18A ggaaacaggagcttgatgc ccatagtcactccaatagg 
PRP18B ggtttcgttattcatgatgtgag ggtctcatgaatgataggaag 
PRP22-1 cgacgtgctcaagatgtgagg ggtcatacaacggctcaatcc 
PRP22-2 ggagagttgcattcgcttgg cgtttggaaatggtgaggag 
PRP22-3 catgatgaagattctaatcttcc gagacatcaaatttatttctgtcc 
SLU7-1A gttcaaacagctaaacatcc ggaaatctttcattggatcc 
SLU7-1B ccatcccaagctgaattgc ggaaatttctcattgggtcc 
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Figure 2.1 Arrangement of the second-step splicing factors on the Arabidopsis 
chromosomes. The five Arabidopsis chromosomes, depicted to scale. Location of each second-
step splicing factor is indicated on the chromosomes. 
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  AtPRP16      1  MGVDPFKTTETLEADKETNGGVPVKDKLTFKAPERKSRLGLDARAIEKKD 
  HsPRP16      1  ------------MGDTSEDASIHRLEGTDLDCQVGGLICKSKSAASEQHV 
  ScPRP16      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
  AtPRP16     51  NAKTEGEFKVPKKSAISVTSSLDEEDKSDVSGLDFGTENTRPVHSSRRYR 
  HsPRP16     39  FKAPAPRPSLLGLDLLASLKRREREEKDDGEDKKKSKVSSYKDWEESKDD 
  ScPRP16      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
  AtPRP16    101  EKSSRSQSAQESTVTTENAGTSDISITPRTLSCTSSYERGGSNRHREEHR 
  HsPRP16     89  QKDAEEEGGDQAGQNIRKDRHYRSARVETPSHPGGVSEEFWERSRQRERE 
  ScPRP16      1  ------------------------------MGHSGREERIKDIFKELTSK 
 
 
  AtPRP16    151  RDRSETPRSRQRNTYDEMDHYRRRESYRQSDRDYHGEKRRRYNSDWRTPG 
  HsPRP16    139  RREHGVYASSKEEKDWKKEKSRDRDYDRKRDRDERDRSRHSSRSERDGGS 
  ScPRP16     21  ELTPGLLLTLQKLAQKPN------TNLEQFIASCKALTKLSSNNPIIFNE 
 
 
  AtPRP16    201  RSDWDDGQDEWERSPHGDRGSSYSRRPQPSPSPMLAAASPDARLASPWLD 
  HsPRP16    189  ERSSRRNEPESPRHRPKDAATPSRSTWEEEDSGYGSSRRSQWESPSPTPS 
  ScPRP16     65  LLELLKNKSEEDSTGPKKIAPSIN--KRKKFKIQLDLDDNEDELDSPVQK 
 
Figure 2.2 (A) Domain maps of PRP16 proteins. The putative scale domain map of AtPRP16 
is shown in comparison to the domain map of ScPRP16. (B) Sequence alignments of PRP16. 
Shown are amino acid sequences of At, Hs and Sc PRP16s. Identical residues are red, conserved 
residues are royal blue and similar residues are light blue. The DEAD box superfamily domain is 
underlined with a solid line with brackets indicating motifs I-VI. HA2 domain is underlined with 
a dotted line, Helicase-C domain is underlined with a dashed lined. Essential amino acids are 
indicated with an asterisk above each one including the Walker A motif: GKT located in motif I. 
(C) Homology model of AtPRP16. Top panel: PRP16 protein encompassing residues 450 
through 1214 modeled against ScPRP43. The DEAD box superfamily domain is colored green, 
the Helicase-C domain is colored blue and the HA2 domain is colored yellow. Bottom panel: 
The residues necessary for ATPase activity are highlighted in stick format. The 585GKT587 of 
motif I is green, the 678DEAH281 of motif II is blue, the 710SAT712 of motif III is yellow. 
Q883 and R886 in motif VI are orange. 
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B (cont.) 
  AtPRP16    251  TPRSTMSSASPWDMGAPSPIPIRASGSSIRSSSSRYGGRSNQLAYSREGD 
  HsPRP16    239  YRDSERSHRLSTRDRDRSVRGKYSDDTPLPTPSYKYNEWADDRRHLGSTP 
  ScPRP16    113  KPAPTRTLFKRIDKLKAKQLRQYSPTVKDPSPNS---------------- 
 
 
  AtPRP16    301  LTNEGHSDEDRSQGAEEFKHEITETMRVEMEYQSDRAWYDTDEGNSLFDA 
  HsPRP16    289  RLSRGRGRREEGEEGISFDTEEERQQWEDDQRQADRDWYMMDEGYDEFH- 
  ScPRP16    147  ----------EQQTQNGHAETKDYEPTRSEVVEEDREWYDNDDDY---G- 
 
 
  AtPRP16    351  DSASFFLGDDASLQKKETELAKRLVRRDGSKMSLAQSKKYSQLNADNAQW 
  HsPRP16    338  ----------NPLAYSSEDYVRRREQHLHKQKQKRISAQRRQINEDNERW 
  ScPRP16    183  -----------------N-LVPEPLSELPEEAKLLPVIRN--IDNDDALR 
 
 
  AtPRP16    401  EDRQLLRSGAVRGTEVQTEFDSEEERKAILLVHDTKPPFLDGRVVYTKQA 
  HsPRP16    378  ETNRMLTSGVVHRLEVDEDFEEDNAAKVHLMVHNLVPPFLDGRIVFTKQP 
  ScPRP16    213  NTVQLYPIPLKQRMEWIPPFLSKFALENKVPTSIIIGSISETSSQVSALS 
 
 
  AtPRP16    451  EPVMPVKDPTSDMAIISRKGSGLVKEIREKQSANKSRQRFWELAGSNLGN 
  HsPRP16    428  EPVIPVKDATSDLAIIARKGSQTVRKHREQKERKKAQHKHWELAGTKLGD 
  ScPRP16    263  -MVNPFRNPDSEFSANAKRGSKLVALRRINMEHIQQSRDNTTVLNTAMGE 
 
 
  AtPRP16    501  ILGIEKSAEQIDADTAVVGDDGEVDFKGEAKFAQHMK-KGEAVSEFAMSK 
  HsPRP16    478  IMGVKKEEEPDKA---V-TEDGKVDYRTEQKFADHMKRKSEASSEFAKKK 
  ScPRP16    312  VLGLEN--------------N------NKAKDKSNQKICDDTALFTPSKD 
 
                                                      ***  
  AtPRP16    550  TMAEQRQYLPIFSVRDELLQVIRENQVIVVVGETGSGKTTQLTQYLHEDG 
  HsPRP16    524  SILEQRQYLPIFAVQQELLTIIRDNSIVIVVGETGSGKTTQLTQYLHEDG 
  ScPRP16    342  DIKHTKEQLPVFRCRSQLLSLIRENQVVVIIGETGSGKTTQLAQYLYEEG 
 
 
  AtPRP16    600  YTING--IVGCTQPRRVAAMSVAKRVSEEMETELGDKIGYAIRFEDVTG- 
  HsPRP16    574  YTDYG--MIGCTQPRRVAAMSVAKRVSEEMGGNLGEEVGYAIRFEDCTS- 
  ScPRP16    392  YANDRGKSIVVTQPRRVAAISVAKRVAMEMQVPLGKEVGYSIRFEDVTDS 
 
                                                 ** 
  AtPRP16    647  PNTVIKYMTDGVLLRETLKDSDLDKYRVVVMDEAHERSLNTDVLFGILKK 
  HsPRP16    621  ENTLIKYMTDGILLRESLREADLDHYSAIIMDEAHERSLNTDVLFGLLRE 
  ScPRP16    442  ECTKLKFVTDGILLRETLLDDTLDKYSCVIIDEAHERSLNTDILLGFFKI 
 
 
  AtPRP16    697  VVARRRDFKLIVTSATLNAQKFSNFFGSVPIFNIPGRTFPVNILYSKTPC 
  HsPRP16    671  VVARRSDLKLIVTSATMDAEKFAAFFGNVPIFHIPGRTFPVDILFSKTPQ 
  ScPRP16    492  LLARRRDLKLIITSATMNAKKFSAFFGNAPQFTIPGRTFPVQTIYTSNPV 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 (cont.)  
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B (cont.) 
  AtPRP16    747  EDYVEAAVKQAMTIHITSPP--GDILIFMTGQDEIEAACFSLKERMEQLV 
  HsPRP16    721  EDYVEAAVKQSLQVHLSGAP--GDILIFMPGQEDIEVTSDQIVEHLEELE 
  ScPRP16    542  QDYVEAAVSQAVKIHLANDCSSGDILIFMTGQEDIETTFDTLQEKFLQVY 
 
 
  AtPRP16    795  S-----SSSREITNLLILPIYSQLPADLQAKIFQKPEDGARKCIVATNIA 
  HsPRP16    769  N----------APALAVLPIYSQLPSDLQAKIFQKAPDGVRKCIVATNIA 
  ScPRP16    592  SKKFGTANFEEINDIEILPIYSALPADLQFKIFQDLHGTKRKIIIATNIA 
 
                                                             ** * 
  AtPRP16    840  ETSLTVDGIYYVIDTGYGKMKVFNPRMGMDALQVFPISRAASDQRAGRAG 
  HsPRP16    809  ETSLTVDGIMFVIDSGYCKLKVFNPRIGMDALQIYPISQANANQRSGRAG 
  ScPRP16    642  ETSLTIKGIRYVIDCGYSKLKVYNPKIGLDSLVITPISKANADQRSGRAG 
 
 
  AtPRP16    890  RTGPGTCYRLYTESAYLNEMLPSPVPEIQRTNLGNVVLLLKSLKIDNLLD 
  HsPRP16    859  RTGPGQCFRLYTQSAYKNELLTTTVPEIQRTNLANVVLLLKSLGVQDLLQ 
  ScPRP16    692  RTAPGTAYRLYTEDTFKEDMYLQTIPEIQRTNLSNTLLLLKSLDVTDELS 
 
 
  AtPRP16    940  -FDFMDPPPQENILNSMYQLWVLGALNNVGGLTDLGWKMVEFPLDPPLAK 
  HsPRP16    909  -FHFMDPPPEDNMLNSMYQLWILGALDNTGGLTSTGRLMVEFPLDPALSK 
  ScPRP16    742  KFPFIDKPPLQTFLSSLYELWFIGAIDTSGQLTPLGLQMAKFPLQPSLSK 
 
 
  AtPRP16    989  MLLMGERLDCIDEVLTIVSMLSVPSVFFRPKERAEESDAAREKFFVPESD 
  HsPRP16    958  MLIVSCDMGCSSEILLIVSMLSVPAIFYRPKGREEESDQIREKFAVPESD 
  ScPRP16    792  ILLIAVRNGCSDEMLTIVSMLSVPQVFYRPKERQKEADIARNKFFIAKSD 
 
 
  AtPRP16   1039  HLTLLNVYQQWKEHDYRGDWCNDHYLQVKGLRKAREVRSQLLDILKQLKI 
  HsPRP16   1008  HLTYLNVYLQWKNNNYSTIWCNDHFIHAKAMRKVREVRAQLKDIMVQQRM 
  ScPRP16    842  HLTLLNVFEQWRANNFSSHWCNKHFVQYKSLVRARDIRDQLLTILKSQKI 
 
 
  AtPRP16   1089  ELRSCGPDWDIVRKAICSAYFHNSARLKGVGEYVNCRTGMPCHLHPSSAL 
  HsPRP16   1058  SLASCGTDWDIVRKCICAAYFHQAAKLKGIGEYVNIRTGMPCHLHPTSSL 
  ScPRP16    892  PVISSGKDWDIIKKCICSGFAHQAAKITGLRNYVHLKTGVSVQLHPTSAL 
 
 
  AtPRP16   1139  YGLGYTPDYVVYHELILTTKEYMQCATSVEPHWLAELGPMFFSVKDSD-- 
  HsPRP16   1108  FGMGYTPDYIVYHELVMTTKEYMQCVTAVDGEWLAELGPMFYSVKQAG-- 
  ScPRP16    942  HGLGDLPPYVVYHELLMTSKEYICCVTSVDPFWLMEYGGLLYDIKRIKND 
 
 
  AtPRP16   1187  ---------TSMLEHKKKQKEEKSGMEEEMEKLRRDQVESELRSKERERK 
  HsPRP16   1156  ----------KSRQENRRRAKEEASAMEEEMALAEEQLRARRQEQEKRSP 
  ScPRP16    992  QEATTTGLFGEHYEHTLDKVEDDIDINIRRCKDMRDSVIQELKMTDNSNK 
 
 
  AtPRP16   1228  KRAKQQQQISGPGLKKGTTFLRPKKLGL---- 
  HsPRP16   1196  LGSVRSTKIYTPGRKEQGEPMTPRRTPARFGL 
  ScPRP16   1042  EDKKQKTKKQNILNGKENSMKPFKRRKPFF-- 
Figure 2.2 (cont.) 
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Figure 2.2 (cont.) 
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AtPRP17-1     1  -----MDLIQSYEEEDEAVASSPESSP----------PRMLKAKSSAPEV 
AtPRP17-2     1  ----MDLICNSYANDSDDEPEPVTNER----------------------- 
  HsPRP17     1  MSAAIAALAASYGSGSGSESDSDSESSRCPLPAADSLMHLTKSPSSKPSL 
  ScPRP17     1  -----MGLVDGYDTSSDSDLNFDEGKS----------------------- 
 
 
AtPRP17-1    36  DDTALALTVANVNQSKSK--PIDPTQHVVFYNPTHDQLWAPMFGPAHPYA 
AtPRP17-2    24  ----LTSKIAAAPSIPSK--RPYPVPEERQYKP-----------PRRP-- 
  HsPRP17    51  AVAVDSAPEVAVKEDLETGVHLDPAVKEVQYNPTYETMFAPEFGPENPFR 
  ScPRP17    23  -----------VHEKKNG-------NLHEDTS----------YEPSS--- 
 
 
AtPRP17-1    84  KDGIAQGMRNHKLGSVEDASIGSFGFEEQYHTFHKCGYAADPSGMN---- 
AtPRP17-2    55  -------------------------------------------------- 
  HsPRP17   101  TQQMAA-PRNMLSGYAEPAHINDFMFEQQRRTFATYGYALDPSLDNHQVS 
  ScPRP17    42  ---------------------------------------------N---- 
 
 
Figure 2.3 (A) Domain maps of PRP17 proteins. The putative scale domain map of AtPRP17s 
are shown in comparison to the domain map of ScPRP16. (B) Sequence alignments of PRP17. 
Shown are amino acid sequences of AtPRP17-1 and AtPRP17-2, human and ScPRP17s. Identical 
residues are red, conserved residues are royal blue and similar residues are light blue. WD40 
domain is underlined with a solid line. Seven WD40 repeats are present, indicated by the vertical 
hash marks. The Sc 235TETG238 region that is required for splicing is highlighted in yellow. In 
PRP17-2 of At, the two Ts are substituted with V and R, respectively and are highlighted in 
green (Lindsey-Boltz et al., 2000). The region between amino acids 42 and 61 are required for 
localization to the nucleus in yeast (highlighted in pink) and these amino acids are in the least 
conserved N-terminal region of PRP17. (C) Homology model of AtPRP17-1 and AtPRP17-2. 
Top panel: AtPRP17-1 protein encompassing residues 261through the C-terminus of the protein 
modeled against human WDR5. Bottom panel: AtPRP17-2 protein encompassing residues 144 
through the C-terminus of the protein modeled against human WDR5. In both panels, each 
WD40 repeat is colored differently. In order from the N-terminus to the C-terminus, the colors 
are green, red, yellow, blue, brown, magenta and orange. On each model, the residues 
corresponding to the yeast 235TETG238 region are displayed as sticks, highlighted in yellow 
and enclosed in a box. 
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B (cont.)  
 
AtPRP17-1   130  --YVGDVEAFKKNDGLSVFNIPQSEQKRRKIERSKEEREGEEKKEEIEPE 
AtPRP17-2    55  -------------------YPPHGSYSES---------QTSSSFSIPVPV 
  HsPRP17   150  AKYIGSVEEAEKNQGLTVFETGQKKTEKR---KKFKENDASNIDGFLGPW 
  ScPRP17    43  -----NIHKRK-S------HFTKSELKRR--------RKTRKGDGPWGSW 
 
 
AtPRP17-1   178  AENPETEAWLRKNRKSPWSRKKEVVQGELTEEQKKYAEDHAKKKEEKGQQ 
AtPRP17-2    77  PVPVPGRYVSK-------------------RERSLLASLSTIPTPDQSSD 
  HsPRP17   197  AKYVDEKDVAK-----PS-----------EEE-QKELDEITAKRQKKGKQ 
  ScPRP17    73  SSSDDETSQAS----------------ETQKEDQDIFVHALAEDNLDSEQ 
 
 
AtPRP17-1   228  GETKGEHYADKSTFHGKEEKDYQGRSWIEAPKDAKANN------DHCYIP 
AtPRP17-2   108  LSQK--PYSSPTVLGSISDSDVPRHVLSSVRHRPKGSS------LQTEMP 
  HsPRP17   230  EEEK--PGEEKTILHVKEMYDYQGRSYLHIPQDVGVNLRSTMPPEKCYLP 
  ScPRP17   107  IEVE-----EVSHFYGKSEKDYQGRGYLYPPNDVDVDLREERISFRCYLP 
 
 
AtPRP17-1   272  KRLVHTWSGHTKGVSAIRFFPKQGHLLLSAGMDCKVKIWDVYN-SGKCMR 
AtPRP17-2   150  SRMSISLTGHTKAVTAIDWSTSHVHLLASAGLDGAVYVWNVWSNDKKKVR 
  HsPRP17   278  KKQIHVWSGHTKGVSAVRLFPLSGHLLLSCSMDCKIKLWEVYG-ERRCLR 
  ScPRP17   152  KKVIRNYPGHPEGTTALKFLPKTGHLILSGGNDHTIKIWDFYH-DYECLR 
 
 
AtPRP17-1   321  TYMGHAKAVRDICFSNDGSKFLTAGYDKNIKYWDTETGQVISTFSTGKIP 
AtPRP17-2   200  AFLHHNAPVKDVKWSKQGLSLLSCGYDCTSRLFDVERGVETQSFKEDEVV 
  HsPRP17   327  TFIGHSKAVRDICFNTAGTQFLSAAYDRYLKLWDTETGQCISRFTNRKVP 
  ScPRP17   201  DFQGHNKPIKALRFTEDCQSFLSSSFDRSVKIWDTETGKVKTRLHLNSTP 
 
 
AtPRP17-1   371  YVVKLNPDDDKQNILLAGMSDKKIVQWDINTGE---VTQEYDQHLGAVNT 
AtPRP17-2   250  GVVKFHP--DNCNVFLSGGSKGSLRLWDIRANK---FVHEYVRDLGPILD 
  HsPRP17   377  YCVKFNPDEDKQNLFVAGMSDKKIVQWDIRSGE---IVQEYDRHLGAVNT 
  ScPRP17   251  ADVESRP--TNPHEFIVGLSNSKILHYDDRVSENQGLVQTYDHHLSSILA 
 
 
AtPRP17-1   418  ITFVDNNRRFVTSSD-------DKSLRVWEFGIPVVIKYISEPHMHSMPS 
AtPRP17-2   295  VEFIAGGKQFISSSDVSGRNISENAVIVWDISREVPLSNQVYVEAYTCPC 
  HsPRP17   424  IVFVDENRRFVSTSD-------DKSLRVWEWDIPVDFKYIAEPSMHSMPA 
  ScPRP17   299  LKYFPDGSKFISSSE-------DKTVRIWENQINVPIKQISDTAQHSMPF 
 
 
AtPRP17-1   461  ISVHPNGNWLAAQSLDNQILIYSTRERFQLNKKKRFAGHIVAGYACQVNF 
AtPRP17-2   345  IKRHPQDPVFIAQSHGNYTAIFSTNPPFKLNKYKRFEGHWVAGFPIKCNF 
  HsPRP17   467  VTLSPNGKWLACQSMDNQILIFGAQNRFRLNKKKIFKGHMVAGYACQVDF 
  ScPRP17   342  LNVHPSQNYFCAQSMDNRIYSFSLKPKYKRHPKKIFKGHSSAGYGISLAF 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 (cont.)  
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B (cont.) 
 
AtPRP17-1   511  SPDGRFVMSGDGEGKCWFWDWKSCKVFRTLKCH-NGVCIGAEWHPLEQSK 
AtPRP17-2   395  SPDGETLASGSSDGSVYMYDYKSTALIKKLKAY-EQPCVNVSYHPVLPNV 
  HsPRP17   517  SPDMSYVISGDGNGKLNIWDWKTTKLYSRFKAH-DKVCIGAVWHPHETSK 
  ScPRP17   392  SGDGRYICSGDSKSRLFTWDWNTSRLLNNIKIPGNKPITQVDWHPQETSK 
 
 
AtPRP17-1   560  VATCGWDGLIKYWD 
AtPRP17-2   444  VAACSWNGQVSVFE 
  HsPRP17   566  VITCGWDGLIKLWD 
  ScPRP17   442  VICSGAAGKIYVCD 
 
 
C 
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 AtPRP18A     1  MDLLREEILKKRKSLAEESGGKKFFKRSEIEQKKIQKLREEERREHELKA 
 AtPRP18B     1  -----MVVSKSTNSRDDNKHLGADENPNEFINSKCFKLAS------HFKT 
  HsPRP18     1  MDILKSEILRKRQ-LVEDRNLLVE-NKKYFKRSELAKKEEE----AYFER 
  ScPRP18     1  -------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 AtPRP18A    51  QRRAAAAASGGDGKSSGSAPGSSNAATSASSKSSASDAAAIADSKALTDE 
 AtPRP18B    40  RDFRFGQLSRKDGNNFK--------------------------SQRVTHR 
  HsPRP18    45  CGYKIQPKEEDQKPLTSSNP---------------------VLELELAEE 
  ScPRP18     1  --MDLDLASILKGEISKK-------------------------KKELANS 
                             
 AtPRP18A   101  N--LILPRQEVIRRLRFLKQPMTLFGEDDQSRLDRLKYVLKE-GLFEVDS 
 AtPRP18B    64  RDTQP------N---RGRGSNLTYSWMSFIVRLDRLKYVLKEGLFEEVDN 
  HsPRP18    74  KLPMTLSRQEVIRRLRERGEPIRLFGETDYDAFQRLRKIEILTPEV---- 
  ScPRP18    24  KGVQPP--------CTEKFQPHESANIDETPRQVEQE--------STDEE 
 
 
Figure 2.4 (A) Domain maps of PRP18 proteins. The putative scale domain map of AtPRP18s 
is shown in comparison to the domain map of ScPRP18. (B) Sequence alignments of PRP18. 
Shown are amino acid sequences of AtPRP18A and AtPRP18B, Hs and ScPRP18s. Identical 
residues are red, conserved residues are royal blue and similar residues are light blue. Five α-
helix regions are underlined. Helical regions 1 and 2 are important for SLU7 interaction and the 
following residues contributing to surface charge: H118, K125, K140, K141, R151 and R152, 
indicated by arrows. In AtPRP18A, asterisks indicate the basic residues that are predicted to be 
surface amino acids and would likely interact with SLU7. These residues do not necessarily align 
with the identified yeast surface residues that are necessary for SLU7 interaction; H118, R151 
and R152 are essential for SLU7 interaction and amino acids R80, K140 and K141. SMF 
domains in AtPRP18A and HsPRP18 are highlighted in yellow. The SLU7-binding region in 
ScPRP18 is highlighted in green. (C) Homology model of AtPRP18A and AtPRP18B. Top 
panel: AtPRP18A protein encompassing residues 195 through 373 of the protein modeled against 
ScPRP18. Bottom panel: AtPRP18B protein encompassing residues 144 through 315 of the 
protein modeled against ScPRP18. In both panels, helix 1 is colored blue and helix 2 is colored 
green. Residues that are predicted to be involved in SLU7 interaction are displayed in stick 
format 
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Helix 2 Helix 3 
Helix 4 
Helix 5 
B (cont.)  
                                    * 
 AtPRP18A   148  DMTEGQTNDFLRDIAELKKRQKS-GMMGDRKRKSRDERGRDEGDRGETRE 
 AtPRP18B   105  DMTQGETNDFLRDITELKKRERSSGLMNDRKRK-------------TSND 
  HsPRP18   118  --NKGLRNDLKAALDKIDQQYLN-EIVGGQEPGEE-----------DTQN 
  ScPRP18    58  NLSDNQSDDIRTTISKLENRPER--------------------------- 
                                       ↑        
                                                      *         
 AtPRP18A   197  DELSGGESSDVDADKDMKRLKANFEDLCDEDKILVFYKKLLIEWKQELDA 
 AtPRP18B   142  DELIGAEKEDLKLLEEAN-----FEDLCDEDKILVFCKKLLLEWKQELEA 
  HsPRP18   156  DLKVHEENTTIEELEALGESLGKGDDHKDMDIITKFLKFLLGVWAKELNA 
  ScPRP18    81  IQEAIAQDKTISVIIDPSQIGSTEGKPLLSMKCNLYIHEILSRWKASLEA 
                                                     ↑                       
                                       *         *** 
 AtPRP18A   247  MENTERRTAKGKQMVATFKQCARYLVPLFNLCRKKGLPADIRQALMVMVN 
 AtPRP18B   187  MENTERRTAIGKQMLATFNQCARYLTPLFHLCRNKCLPADIRQGLMVMVN 
  HsPRP18   206  REDYVKRSVQGKLNSATQKQTESYLRPLFRKLRKRNLPADIKESITDIIK 
  ScPRP18   131  Y------------HPELFLDTKKALFPLLLQLRRNQLAPDLLISLATVLY 
                                     ↑↑         ↑↑ 
  
 AtPRP18A   297  HCIKR-DYLAAMDHYIKLAIGNAPWPIGVTMVGIHERSAREKIYTN-SVA 
 AtPRP18B   237  CWIKR-DYLDATAQFIKLAIGNAPWPIGVTMVGIHERSAREKISTSSSVA 
  HsPRP18   256  FMLQR-EYVKANDAYLQMAIGNAPWPIGVTMVGIHARTGREKIFSK-HVA 
  ScPRP18   169  HLQQPKEINLAVQSYMKLSIGNVAWPIGVTSVGIHARSAHSKIQGGRNAA 
 
 
 AtPRP18A   345  HIMNDETTRKYLQSVKRLMTFCQRRYPTMPSKAVEFNSLANGSDLQSLLA 
 AtPRP18B   287  HIMNNETTRKYLQSVKRLMTFCQRRYSALPSKSIEFNSLANGSNLHSLLA 
  HsPRP18   304  HVLNDETQRKYIQGLKRLMTICQKHFPTDPSKCVEYNAL----------- 
  ScPRP18   219  NIMIDERTRLWITSIKRLITFEEWYTSNHDSLA----------------- 
 
 
 AtPRP18A   395  EERFFGGNREQVSEERLRLMPSQSES 
 AtPRP18B   337  EERFFAADRERVSEERLWLMPSLNEI 
  HsPRP18   343  -------------------------- 
  ScPRP18   252  -------------------------- 
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Figure 2.5 (A) Domain maps of PRP22 proteins. The putative scale domain map of AtPRP22s 
is shown in comparison to the domain map of ScPRP22. (B) Sequence alignments of PRP22. 
Shown are amino acid sequences of AtPRP22-1, AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3, HsHRH1 and 
ScPRP22. Identical residues are red, conserved residues are royal blue and similar residues are 
light blue. DExDc superfamily domain is underlined with a solid line with brackets indicating 
motifs I-VI. The Helicase-C domain is underlined with a dashed lined and the HA2 domain is 
underlined with a dotted line. The C-term OB domain is underlined in cyan. A putative RS 
domain is found only in HsHRH1 and AtPRP22-1 and is bracketed with a black box. The Walker 
A motif (GKT) in the helix 1 region is indicated by asterisks. The S1 motif, found only in 
AtPRP22-1 and in ScPRP22 bracketed with a yellow box. Sc residues S635 and T637 are 
necessary for helicase activity and are indicated with an asterisk. (C) Homology model of 
AtPRP22-1. Top panel: AtPRP22-1 protein encompassing residues 427 through1160 modeled 
against ScPRP43. The DEAD box superfamily domain is colored green, the Helicase-C domain 
is colored blue, the HA2 domain is colored yellow and the OB domain is colored cyan. Bottom 
panel: The residues necessary for ATPase activity are highlighted in stick format. The 
543GKT545 of motif I is green, the 635DEAH638 of motif II is blue, the 666SAT668 of motif 
III is yellow. (D) Homology model of AtPRP22-2. Top panel: AtPRP22-2 protein encompassing 
the entire protein modeled against ScPRP43. The DEAD box superfamily domain is colored 
green, the Helicase-C domain is colored blue, the HA2 domain is colored yellow and the OB 
domain is colored cyan. Bottom panel: The residues necessary for ATPase activity are 
highlighted in stick format. The 69GKT71 of motif I is green, the 635DEAH638 of motif II is 
blue, the 235SAS237 of motif III is yellow. (E) Homology model of AtPRP22-3. Top panel: 
AtPRP22-3 protein encompassing the N-terminus through residue 673 modeled against 
ScPRP43. The DEAD box superfamily domain is colored green, the Helicase-C domain is 
colored blue, the HA2 domain is colored yellow and the OB domain is colored cyan. Bottom 
panel: The residues necessary for ATPase activity are highlighted in stick format. The 32GKS34 
of motif I is green, the 124DEAH127 of motif II is blue, the 157SAT159 of motif III is yellow.  
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B 
AtPRP22-1      1  ----------------MEKEELNKLNHLSLVSNVCNELETHLGSAEKVLA 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1      1  MAVAVAMAGALIGSEPGPAEELAKLEYLSLVSKVCTELDNHLGINDKDLA 
  ScPRP22      1  ------------------------------MSDISKLIGAIVGSDDPVII 
 
 
AtPRP22-1     35  EFIIDLGRHSETVDEFDKNLKEAG--AEMPDYFVRSLLTTIHGIYPPKP- 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1     51  EFVISLAEKNTTFDTFKASLVKN--GAEFTDSLISNLLRLIQTMRPPAKP 
  ScPRP22     21  EFVLNIINKSGNLQEFIRNIQKLDAGISYEDSIKMYNAFLGKQEEEKVR- 
 
 
AtPRP22-1     82  ------KS--EKKKE----------EGDDQKFKGLAIKDTKDKVKELEKE 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1     99  STSKDPVVKPKTEKEKLKELFPVLCQPDNPSVRTMLDEDDVKVAVDVLKE 
  ScPRP22     70  -------------------------NKVKSSPLSQKINQVLKDDVNLDDP 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    114  IEREAEERR---REEDRNRDRDRRESGRDRDRDRNRDRDDRRDRHRDRE- 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1    149  LEALMPSAAGQEKQRDAEHRDRTKKKKRSRSRDRNRDRDRDRERNRDRDH 
  ScPRP22     95  VVTEFVLSILNKSKSITEFQEQLNLMQSGLDNETIFKIYQIASPPVMKEE 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    160  ----RNRGDEEGEDRRSDRRHRERGRGDGGEGEDRRRDRRAKDEYVEEDK 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1    199  KRRHRSR-SRSRSRTRERNKVKSRYRSRS-RSQSPPKDRKDRDKYGERNL 
  ScPRP22    145  VSVLPSTKIPAKIEAKIEEEVQKIESLDP---SP---------------- 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    206  GGANE----------PELYQVYKGRVTRVMDAGCFVQFDKFRGK-EGLVH 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1    247  DRWRDKHVDRPPPEEPTIGDIYNGKVTSIMQFGCFVQLEGLRKRWEGLVH 
  ScPRP22    176  ----------------VLHKVYEGKVRNITTFGCFVQIFGTRMKNCDGLV 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    245  VSQMATR-RVDKAKEFVKRDMEVYVKVISISS-DKYSLSMRDVDQNTGRD 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1    297  ISELRREGRVANVADVVSKGQRVKVKVLSFTG-TKTSLSMKDVDQETGED 
  ScPRP22    210  HISEMSDQRTLDPHDVVRQGQHIFVEVIKIQNNGKISLSMKNIDQHSGEI 
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II 
AtPRP22-1    293  LIPLRKPSDEDDSSRSNPSYRTKDGQVTKTGISGIRIVEENDVAPSRRPL 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1    346  LNPNRR-RNLVGETNEETSMRNPDRPTHLSLVSAPEVEDDSLER---KRL 
  ScPRP22    260  RKRNTESVEDRGRSNDAHTSRNMKNKIKRRALTSPERWEIRQLIASGAAS 
 
AtPRP22-1    343  KKMSSPERWEAKQLIASGVLRVDE-----FPMYDEDG-DGMLYQEEGAEE 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1    392  TRISDPEKWEIKQMIAANVLSKEE-----FPDFDEETGILPKVDDEED-E 
  ScPRP22    310  IDDYPELKDEIPINTSYLTAKRDDGSIVNGNTEKVDSKLEEQQRDETDEI 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    387  ELEIEMNEDEPAFLQGQTRYSVDMSPVKIFKNPEGSLSRAAALQSALTKE 
AtPRP22-2      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1    436  DLEIELVEEEPPFLRGHTKQSMDMSPIKIVKNPDGSLSQAAMMQSALAKE 
  ScPRP22    360  DVELNTDDGPKFLKDQQVKGAKKYEMPKITKVPRGFMNRSAINGSNAIRD 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    437  RR--EMREQQQRTMLDSIPKDLNRPWEDPMPETG-ERHLAQELRGVGLSA 
AtPRP22-2      1  ---------------------------MPSMAQGELKSFVQNSR------ 
AtPRP22-3      1  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsHRH1    486  RR-ELKQAQREAEMDSIP-MGLNKHWVDPLPDAE-GRQIAANMRGIGMMP 
  ScPRP22    410  HREEKLRKKREIEQQIRK----QQSFDDPTKNKKDSRNEIQMLKNQLI-- 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    484  YDMPEWKKDAFG-KTPTFGQRSKLSIQEQRESLPIYKLKKELIQAVHDNQ 
AtPRP22-2     18  -------PNPKS-PTVSP-FSMRQKIAEHRRSLPIASVEKRLVEEVQKND 
AtPRP22-3      1  -----------------------------MANLPILQFEEKIVETVEKNS 
   HsHRH1    533  NDIPEWKKHAFGGNKASYGKKTQMSILEQRESLPIYKLKEQLVQAVHDNQ 
  ScPRP22    454  --VTEWEKNRMN-ESISYGKRTSLPISAQRQTLPVYAMRSELIQAVRDNQ 
 
                            ***       
AtPRP22-1    533  VLVVIGETGSGKTTQVTQYLAEAGYTTKG-KIGCTQPRRVAAMSVAKRVA 
AtPRP22-2     59  ILIIVGETGSGKTTQLPQFLYNAGFCREGKMIGITQPRRIAAVTVAKRVA 
AtPRP22-3     22  VVVIIGETGSGKSTQLSQILHRHGYTKSG-VIAITQPRRVAAVSVARRVA 
   HsHRH1    583  ILIVIGETGSGKTTQITQYLAEAGYTSRG-KIGCTQPRRVAAMSVAKRVS 
  ScPRP22    501  FLVIVGETGSGKTTQITQYLDEEGFSNYG-MIGCTQPRRVAAVSVAKRVA 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    582  EEFGCRLGEEVGYAIRFEDCTGPDTVIKYMTDGMLLREILIDENLSQYSV 
AtPRP22-2    109  EECEVQLGQKVGYSIRFDDTTSGSTRLKYMTDGLLLREALLDPHLSRYSV 
AtPRP22-3     71  QELDVPLGEDVGYAIRFEDRTTSKTRIKYLTDGVLLRESLSNPMLDDYSV 
   HsHRH1    632  EEFGCCLGQEVGYTIRFEDCTSPETVIKYMTDGMLLRECLIDPDLTQYAI 
  ScPRP22    550  EEVGCKVGHDVGYTIRFEDVTGPDTRIKYMTDGMLQREALLDPEMSKYSV 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    632  IMLDEAHERTIHTDVLFGLLKKLMKRRLD--------------------- 
AtPRP22-2    159  IIVDEAHDRSVHTDVLLALLKKIQRTRSQPVSEKTEFGNVASQVQTTTRD 
AtPRP22-3    121  IILDEAHERSLNTDILLGLVKRLVRIRASN-------------------- 
   HsHRH1    682  IMLDEAHERTIHTDVLFGLLKKTVQKRQD--------------------- 
  ScPRP22    600  IMLDEAHERTVATDVLFALLKKAAIKR----------------------- 
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III 
IV 
V 
VI 
                                            * * 
AtPRP22-1    661  --------------------LRLIVTSATLDAEKFSGYFFNCNIFTIPGR 
AtPRP22-2    209  ANGPQQNGVLKGYQGRKLSPLKLIIMSASLDARVFSEYFGGAKAVHVQGR 
AtPRP22-3    151  --------------------FKVLITSATLDGEKVSEFFSGCPVLNVPGK 
   HsHRH1    711  --------------------MKLIVTSATLDAVKFSQYFYEAPIFTIPGR 
  ScPRP22    627  ---PE---------------LKVIVTSATLNSAKFSEYFLNCPIINIPGK 
 
 
  
AtPRP22-1    691  TFPVEILYTKQPETDYLDAALITVLQIHLTEPEGDILVFLTGQEEIDSAC 
AtPRP22-2    259  QFPVDILYTVHPESDYVDATLVTIFQIHFEEKPGDILVFLTGQDEIESVE 
AtPRP22-3    181  LYPVEILYSKERPVSYIESSLKVAIDIHVREPEGDILIFMTGQDDIEKLV 
   HsHRH1    741  TYPVEILYTKEPETDYLDASLITVMQIHLTEPPGDILVFLTGQEEIDTAC 
  ScPRP22    659  TFPVEVLYSQTPQMDYIEAALDCVIDIHINEGPGDILVFLTGQEEIDSCC 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    741  QSLYERMKGLGK-NVPELIILPVYSALPSEMQSRIFDPPPPGKRKVVVAT 
AtPRP22-2    309  RLVQERLQNIPE-DKRKLLPLAIFSALPSEQQMKVFAPAPTGFRKVILAT 
AtPRP22-3    231  SRLEEKVRSLAEGSCMDAIIYPLHGSLPPEMQVRVFSPPPPNCRRFIVST 
   HsHRH1    791  EILYERMKSLGP-DVPELIILPVYSALPSEMQTRIFDPAPPGSRKVVIAT 
  ScPRP22    709  EILYDRVKTLGD-SIGELLILPVYSALPSEIQSKIFEPTPKGSRKVVFAT 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    790  NIAEASLTIDGIYYVVDPGFAKQNVYNPKQGLESLVITPISQASAKQRAG 
AtPRP22-2    358  NIAETSITIPGIRYVIDPGFVKARSYDPSKGMESLDVVPASKAQTLQRSG 
AtPRP22-3    281  NIAETSLTVDGVVYVIDSGYVKQRQYNPSSGMFSLDVIQISKVQANQRAG 
   HsHRH1    840  NIAETSLTIDGIYYVVDPGFVKQKVYNSKTGIDQLVVTPISQAQAKQRAG 
  ScPRP22    758  NIAETSITIDGIYYVVDPGFAKINIYNARAGIEQLIVSPISQAQANQRKG 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    840  RAGRTGPGKCYRLYTESAYRNEMPPTSIPEIQRINLGMTTLTMKAMGIN- 
AtPRP22-2    408  RAGREGPGKSFRLYPE-REFEKLEDSTKPEIKRCNLSNIILQLKALGID- 
AtPRP22-3    331  RAGRTRPGKCYRLYPLAVYRDDFLDATIPEIQRTSLAGSVLYLKSLDLPD 
   HsHRH1    890  RAGRTGPGKCYRLYTERAYRDEMLTTNVPEIQRTNLASTVLSLKAMGIN- 
  ScPRP22    808  RAGRTGPGKCYRLYTESAFYNEMLENTVPEIQRQNLSHTILMLKAMGIN- 
 
  
AtPRP22-1    889  -DLLSFDFMDPPQPQALISAMEQLYSLGALDEEGLLTK-LGRKMAEFPLE 
AtPRP22-2    456  -DIVGFDFIDKPSRGAIIKALAELHSLGALADDGKLENPVGYQMSRLPLE 
AtPRP22-3    381  IDILKFDFLDAPSSESLEDALKQLYFIDAIDENGAITR-IGRTMSDLPLE 
   HsHRH1    939  -DLLSFDFMDAPPMETLITAMEQLYTLGALDDEGLLTR-LGRRMAEFPLE 
  ScPRP22    857  -DLLKFDFMDPPPKNLMLNALTELYHLQSLDDEGKLTN-LGKEMSLFPMD 
 
 
AtPRP22-1    937  PPLSKMLLASVDLGCSDEILTMIAMIQTGNIFYRPREKQAQADQKRAKFF 
AtPRP22-2    505  PVYSKALILANQFNCLEEMLITVAVLSVESIFYDPREKREEARTSKNHFA 
AtPRP22-3    430  PSLSRTLIEANETGCLSQALTVVAMLSAETTLLPARSKPSEKKRKHDEDS 
   HsHRH1    987  PMLCKMLIMSVHLGCSEEMLTIVSMLSVQNVFYRPKDKQALADQKKAKFH 
  ScPRP22    905  PTLSRSLLSSVDNQCSDEIVTIISMLSVQNVFYRPKDRQLEADSKKAKFH 
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AtPRP22-1    987  QP-----EGDHLTLLAVYEAWKAKN--------------FSGPWCFENFI 
AtPRP22-2    555  SV-----EGDHLTYLSVYRESDEFLEKRKAAGSGNNIDKIMKKWCKENYV 
AtPRP22-3    480  NLPNGSGYGDHIQLLQIFESWDRTN--------------YDPVWCKENGM 
   HsHRH1   1037  QT-----EGDHLTLLAVYNSWKNNK--------------FSNPWCYENFI 
  ScPRP22    955  HP-----YGDHLTLLNVYTRWQQAN--------------YSEQYCKTNFL 
 
 
AtPRP22-1   1018  QSRSLRRAQDVRKQLLSIMDKYKLDVVTAGKN---------FTKIRKAIT 
AtPRP22-2    600  NSRSLKHARDIYRQIREHVEQIGFNVSSCGND---------MLAFRRCLA 
AtPRP22-3    516  QVRGMVFVKDVRRQLCQIMQKISKDRLEVGADGRKSSSRDDYRKLRKALC 
   HsHRH1   1068  QARSLRRAQDIRKQMLGIMDRHKLDVVSCGKS---------TVRVQKAIC 
  ScPRP22    986  HFRHLKRARDVKSQISMIFKKIGLKLISCHSD---------PDLIRKTFV 
 
 
AtPRP22-1   1059  AGFFFHGARKDPQE-GYRTLVEN-QPVYIHPSSALFQR----QPDWVIYH 
AtPRP22-2    641  ASFFLKAAQRQLDG-TYRALESG-EVVHIHPTSVLFRA----KPECVIFN 
AtPRP22-3    566  VGNANQIAERMLRHNGYRTLSFQSQLVQVHPSSVLSADNDGMMPNYVVYH 
   HsHRH1   1109  SGFFRNAAKKDPQE-GYRTLIDQ-QVVYIHPSSALFNR----QPEWVVYH 
  ScPRP22   1027  SGFFMNAAKRDSQV-GYKTINGG-TEVGIHPSSSLYGK----EYEYVMYH 
 
 
AtPRP22-1   1103  DLVMTTKEYMREVTVIDPKWLVELAPRFFKVSDPTKMSKRKRQERIEPLY 
AtPRP22-2    685  ELMQTSKKYIKNLTIIDSLWLSELAPHHFQTAE----------------- 
AtPRP22-3    616  ELISTTRPFMRNVCAVDMAWVAPIKRKIEKLNVRKLSGGPAPSFKVPEEK 
   HsHRH1   1153  ELVLTTKEYMREVTTIDPRWLVEFAPAFFKVSDPTKLSKQKKQQRLEPLY 
  ScPRP22   1071  SIVLTSREYMSQVTSIEPQWLLEVAPHFYKAGDAESQS-RKKAKIIPLHN 
 
 
AtPRP22-1   1153  DRYHEPNSWRLSKRRA------------------- 
AtPRP22-2    718  ----------------------------------- 
AtPRP22-3    666  TELSKNNAETPAVSENVESRIEAARERFLARKGQK 
   HsHRH1   1203  NRYEEPNAWRISRAFRRR----------------- 
  ScPRP22   1120  KFAKDQNSWRLSSIRQSRERALGIKR--------- 
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B 
AtSLU7-1A     1  -------------------MATASVAFKSR-EDHRKQIELEEARKAGLAP 
AtSLU7-1B     1  -------------------MATASVAFKSR-EDHRKKLELEEARKAGLAP 
 AtSLU7-2     1  -------------------MATASVAFKSR-KDHRKQKELEEARKAGLAP 
   HsSLU7     1  MSATVVDAVNAAPLSGSKEMSLEEPKKMTR-EDWRKKKELEEQRKLGNAP 
   ScSLU7     1  -------------------MNNNSRNNENRSTINRNKRQLQQAK------ 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A    31  AEVDEDGKEINPHIPQYMSSAPWYLN-SEKPS------------------ 
AtSLU7-1B    31  AEVDEDGKEINPHIPEYMSKAPWYLK-SEQPS------------------ 
 AtSLU7-2    31  AEVDEGGKEINLHIPKYLTIPPLYAK-SEKPS------------------ 
   HsSLU7    50  AEVDEEGKDINPHIPQYISSVPWYIDPSKRPT------------------ 
   ScSLU7    26  -EKNE-----NIHIPRYIRNQPWYYKDTPKEQEGKKPGNDDTSTAEGGEK 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A    62  ----LKHQRKWKSDPN--------------YTKSWYDRGAK-IFQAEKYR 
AtSLU7-1B    62  ----LKHQKNWKIEPE--------------PKKIWYDRGKK-IYQAEQYR 
 AtSLU7-2    62  ----LKHQKNWKTKPV--------------STTSYYDRGAK-TYQAEKYR 
   HsSLU7    82  ----LKHQRPQPEKQKQFS-----------SSGEWYKRGVKENSIITKYR 
   ScSLU7    70  SDYLVHHRQKAKGGALDIDNNSEPKIGMGIKDEFKLIRPQK-MSVRDSHS 
 
 
Figure 2.6 (A) Domain maps of SLU7 proteins. The putative scale domain map of AtSLU7s 
are shown in comparison to the domain map of ScSLU7. (B) Alignment of SLU7. Zinc knuckle 
CCHC motif is underlined in black. The zinc knuckle motif overlaps with the blocked putative 
NLS region. The non-conserved ScPRP18 binding region is highlighted in yellow. A lysine-rich 
region only found in HsSLU7 is underlined with a dotted line 
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B (cont.) 
AtSLU7-1A    93  KGACQNCGAMTHTAKACMDRPRKIGAKYTNMNIAPDEKIES---FELDYD 
AtSLU7-1B    93  KGACINCGAMTHSSKACMDRPRKIGAKYTNMNIAADEKIES---FELDYD 
 AtSLU7-2    93  KGACQNCGAMTHDVKTCMERPRKVGAKYTDKNIAPDEKIES---LEFDYD 
   HsSLU7   117  KGACENCGAMTHKKKDCFERPRRVGAKFTGTNIAPDEHVQPQ--LMFDYD 
   ScSLU7   119  LSFCRNCGEAGHKEKDCMEKPRKMQKLVPDLNSQKNNGTVLVRATDDDWD 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A   140  GKRDRWNGYDPSTYHRVIDLYEAKEDARKKYLKEQ-QLKKLEEKNNNEKG 
AtSLU7-1B   140  GKRDRWNGYDTSTYRHVVDRYDAKEEARKKYLKEQ-QLKKLEEKNNNENG 
 AtSLU7-2   140  GKRDRWNGYDPSSYCHVRDRHEAKENAREKYLNEQQLIAKLEEKN----- 
   HsSLU7   165  GKRDRWNGYNPEEHMKIVEEYAKVDLAKRTLKAQKLQEELASGKLVEQAN 
   ScSLU7   169  SRKDRWYGYSGKEYNELISKWERDKRNKIKGKDKS--------------- 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A   189  DDANSDGEED-EDDLRVDEAKVDESRQMDFAKVEKRVRTTGGGSTGTVRN 
AtSLU7-1B   189  DDATSDGEED-LDDLRVDEAKVDESRQMDFAKVEKRVRTTGGGSTGTVRN 
 AtSLU7-2   185  ----IDGEE---EDLRVDEAKIDESMQVDFAKVKKRVRTTDGGSKGTVRN 
   HsSLU7   215  SPKHQWGEEEPNSQMEKDHNSEDEDEDKYADDIDMPGQNFDSKRRITVRN 
   ScSLU7   204  ------QTD--ETLWDTDEEIELMKLELYKDSVGSLKKDDADNSQLYRTS 
                                      * 
 
AtSLU7-1A   238  LRIREDTAKYLLNLDVNSAHYDPKTRSMREDPLPDADPN--DKFYLGDNQ 
AtSLU7-1B   238  LRIREDTAKYLLNLDVNSAHYDPKTRSMREDPLPDADPN--EKFYLGDNQ 
 AtSLU7-2   228  LRIREDPAKYLLNLDVNSAYYDPKSRSMREDPLPYTDPN--EKFCLRDNQ 
   HsSLU7   265  LRIREDIAKYLRNLDPNSAYYDPKTRAMRENPYANAGKNPDEVSYAGDNF 
   ScSLU7   246  TRLREDKAAYLNDINSTESNYDPKSRLYKTETLGAVDEK------SKMFR 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A   286  YRNSGQALEFKQLNIHSWEAFDKGQDMHMQAAPSQAELLYKSFQVAKEKL 
AtSLU7-1B   286  YRNSGQALEFKQINIHSCEAFDKGHDMHMQAAPSQAELLYKNFKVAKEKL 
 AtSLU7-2   276  YRNSGQAIEFKQQNMYSCEAFDKGQDIHMQAAPSQAELCYKRVKIAKEKL 
   HsSLU7   315  VRYTGDTISMAQTQLFAWEAYDKGSEVHLQADPTKLELLYKSFKVKKEDF 
   ScSLU7   290  RHLTGEGLKLNELNQFARSHAKEMGIRDEIEDKEKVQHVLVANPTKYEYL 
 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A   336  KSQTKDTIMDKYGNAATEDEIPMELLLGQSERQVEYDRAGRIIKGQEVIL 
AtSLU7-1B   336  KTQTKDTIMEKYGNAATEGEIPMELLLGQSERQIEYDRAGRIMKGQEVII 
 AtSLU7-2   326  NSQRKDAIIAKYGDAAAKDDIPMELLLGQS----K------LIKTSQANG 
   HsSLU7   365  KEQQKESILEKYGGQEHLDAPPAELLLAQTEDYVEYSRHGTVIKGQERAV 
   ScSLU7   340  K-KKREQEETKQPKIVSIGDLEARKVDGTKQ------------SEEQRNH 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A   386  PKSKYEEDVHANNHTSVWGSYWKDHQWGYKCCQQIIRNSYCTGSAGIEAA 
AtSLU7-1B   386  PKSKYEEDVHANNHTSVWGSWWKDHQWGYKCCQQTIRNSYCTGSAGIEAA 
 AtSLU7-2   366  IKLVPNVFVNLCFLVFVFIS------------------------------ 
   HsSLU7   415  ACSKYEEDVKIHNHTHIWGSYWKEGRWGYKCCHSFFKYSYCTGEAGKEIV 
   ScSLU7   377  LKDLYG-------------------------------------------- 
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AtSLU7-1A   436  EAA-------------------LDLMKANIARKEATEESPKKVEEKRMAS 
AtSLU7-1B   436  EAS-------------------IDLMKANIARKEASKESPKKVEEKKMAT 
 AtSLU7-2   386  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsSLU7   465  NSEECIINEITGEESVKKPQTLMELHQEKLKEEKKKKKKKKKKHRKSSSD 
   ScSLU7   383  -------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A   467  WGTDIPEDLELNEEALANALKKEDLSRREEKDERKRKYNVKYNN-DVTPE 
AtSLU7-1B   467  WGTDIPEDLELNEEALANALKKEDLSRREEKDERKRKYNVNYTN-DVTSE 
 AtSLU7-2   386  -------------------------------------------------- 
   HsSLU7   515  SDDEEKKHEKLKKALNAEEARLLHVKETMQIDERKRPYNSMYETREPTEE 
   ScSLU7   383  -------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
AtSLU7-1A   516  EMEAYRMKRVHHEDPMKDFL-- 
AtSLU7-1B   516  EMEAYRMKRVHHEDPMRNFPG- 
 AtSLU7-2   386  ---------------------- 
   HsSLU7   565  EMEAYRMKRQRPDDPMASFLGQ 
   ScSLU7   383  ---------------------- 
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Figure 2.7 Tissue types of Arabidopsis thaliana. (A) One-week-old seedling includes the root 
and the emerging cotyledon. (B) Mature plant. These tissues are present at both four and seven 
weeks (modified from Alberts, 2002). 
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Figure 2.8 Microarray data of expression of second-step splicing factors. Combination of 
open source 22k microarray data acquired from Genevestigator (Hruz et al., 2008). Raw signal 
intensity data of each At second-step splicing factor is plotted against the stage of development. 
The number of samples contributing to each data point is indicated at the bottom of the graph. 
The stages of development from left to right are as follows: germinated seed, seedling, young 
rosette, developed rosette, bolting, young flower, developed flower, flowers and siliques, mature 
siliques and senescense. PRP18A and PRP18B probes are unable to distinguish between the two 
genes.  
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Figure 2.9 (A) Expression levels of second-step splicing factors in 4-week-old tissue. A 
representative panel of Southern blot analysis on the left. Experiments were performed in 
biological triplicate and relative expression is represented on a logarithmic scale. The calculated 
values are listed below the chart. Performed in biological triplicate; p-value < 0.05. (B) Model 
for spliceosomal subsets of second-step splicing factors in 4-week-old tissue. Heat maps 
ranging from no expression (brightest red) to the highest observed expression (brightest green) to 
model subsets of second-step splicing factors in 4 week At tissue based on fold change 
determined by Southern blot analysis.  
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Figure 2.9 (cont.) 
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Figure 2.10 (A) Expression levels of second-step splicing factors in 7-week-old tissue. A 
representative panel of Southern blot analysis on the left. Experiments were performed in 
biological triplicate and relative expression is represented on a logarithmic scale. Performed in 
biological triplicate; p-value < 0.05. (B) Model for spliceosomal subsets of second-step splicing 
factors in 7-week-old tissue. Heat maps ranging from no expression (brightest red) to the highest 
observed expression (brightest green) to model subsets of second-step splicing factors in 4 week At tissue 
based on fold change determined by Southern blot analysis. 
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Figure 2.10 (cont.)  
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Figure 2.11 Tissue specific changes over time. The changes in expression levels for each gene 
over time in certain tissue-types. Logarithmic scale of fold change from a base of one week 
seedling and four week and seven-week-old rosette, stem, cauline, flower or silique. Performed 
in biological triplicate; p-value < 0.05.  
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CHAPTER 3 
Growth of Arabidopsis in highly metallic environments affects expression of second-step 
splicing factors. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Stress management mechanisms in plants differ depending on the type of environmental 
conditions encountered. Heavy metal stresses caused by mercury (Hg2+), cadmium (Cd2+), 
copper (Cu2+) and zinc (Zn2+) are especially problematic since several of these divalent cations, 
along with iron (Fe2+) and magnesium (Mg2+), are key constituents of metabolic proteins and 
nucleic acid processing complexes. Copper and zinc are essential micronutrients due to the 
existence of many Cu2+- and Zn2+-dependent proteins. Mercury and cadmium are nonessential 
micronutrients that have potential to displace other metals in the binding sites of proteins. Cu2+ 
and Zn2+ have high potential to disrupt protein activity in this manner (Lippard and Berg, 1994). 
Additionally, Cd2+ can replace Zn2+ in Zn2+-dependent reactions and, as a result, impede them 
(Stohs and Bagchi, 1995).  
Hg2+ and Cu2+ are likely to undergo uptake via metal transporters that are loosely-specific 
for their intended divalent cation (Clemens, 2001). Specifically, copper uptake is mediated by 
COPT1, a member of the five-gene copper transporter (CTR) family in Arabidopsis, and 
transported to copper chaperones in the cytoplasm (Kampfenkel et al., 1995; Sancenón et al., 
2003). Copper is then delivered to one of its very important targets, Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase 
(Cu/ZnSOD), by the high affinity copper chaperone CCS (Cu chaperone for SOD), which exists 
in both the cytosol and chloroplast (Abdel-Ghany et al., 2005; Chu et al., 2005). Additional 
chaperones are CCH (Calcium CHannel) and ATX1 (AnTioXidant protein 1), both homologs of 
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the yeast copper chaperone ATX1 (Andrés-Colás et al., 2006; Himelblau et al., 1998; Puig et al., 
2007). Arabidopsis ATX1 has specifically been shown to bind the P-type ATPase HMA5 (heavy 
metal ATPase 5) that maintains copper homeostasis through Cu2+ detoxification (Andrés-Colás 
et al., 2006; Puig et al., 2007). The two remaining copper chaperones are related to yeast COX17 
that delivers copper to the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase (Amaravadi et al., 1997; Balandin 
and Castresana, 2002; del Pozo et al., 2010; Glerum et al., 1996; Srinivasan et al., 1998; Wintz 
and Vulpe, 2002). Arabidopsis COX17-1 transcripts are upregulated in the presence of Cu2+ and 
other metals and its protein complements yeast cox17 mutants (Balandin and Castresana, 2002; 
del Pozo et al., 2010). AtCOX17-2 transcript levels are not upregulated in the presence of Cu2+ 
its protein does not complement yeast cox17 mutants (Balandin and Castresana, 2002) indicating 
that its function remains to be elucidated. Cd2+ is taken up both by Zn2+ transporters (ZNT1, 
IRT1) and Fe2+ transporters (IRT1, AtNramp3) (Korshunova et al., 1999; Pence et al., 2000; 
Thomine et al., 2000). Zinc is utilized as a cofactor for over 300 enzymes (Guerinot, 2000). Zn2+ 
is taken up by the ZIP4 transporter (Grotz et al., 1998; Wintz et al., 2003), and the types and 
differences between Zn chaperones are numerous.  
While most heavy metals do not directly undergo redox variations in plants (Clemens, 
2006), they can cause a variety of downstream effects that include oxidative stress. Increased 
amounts of redox-inactive mercury block water transport (Javot and Maurel, 2002), induce 
oxidative stress (Cho and Park, 2000; Rellán-Álvarez et al., 2006; Ortega-Villasante et al., 2007), 
and, at very high levels, cause cell and tissue necrosis (Cho and Park, 2000; Javot and Maurel, 
2002; Ortega-Villasante et al., 2007; Rellán-Álvarez et al., 2006). Elevated levels of redox-
inactive cadmium alter some of the same cellular processes (i.e., water uptake) as well as nutrient 
uptake, photosynthesis, redox control and lipid peroxidation (Lagriffoul et al., 1998; Montillet et 
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al., 2004; Schützendübel and Polle, 2002; Semane et al., 2010; Van Assche and Clijsters, 1990). 
Increased levels of redox-active copper significantly alter redox potential, reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) accumulation and also lead to lipid peroxidation (Cuypers et al., 2011; 
Drążkiewicz et al., 2004; Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1984). Elevated levels of redox-inactive zinc 
inhibit root growth, photosynthesis and induce chlorosis (Broadley et al., 2007). Plants cope with 
higher levels of these divalent cations by enhancing their transport, chelation and sequestration 
systems. 
Cadmium stress induces phytochelatin (PC) synthesis from glutathione (GSH), which is 
mediated by phytochelatin synthase (PCS), and transport of PC-bound metal complexes into 
vacuoles (Clemens, 2001; DalCorso et al., 2008; Schützendübel and Polle, 2002). Accompanying 
these changes are early depletions of GSH, inhibitions of antioxidant enzymes and accumulation 
of hydrogen peroxide. Similar increases in PC synthesis also occur in mercury, zinc and heavy 
metal stresses (Grill, 1987; Maitani et al., 1996). Analyses of PC-deficient Arabidopsis cad 
mutants have shown that these increases in PC synthesis are important for detoxification of 
excess Zn2+ (Tennstedt et al., 2009) and that, in their absence, cad mutants are more sensitive to 
cadmium and mercury (Ha et al., 1999; Howden et al., 1995; Li et al., 2006b). In addition to 
these mechanisms for directly sequestering Cd2+, Zn2+ and Hg2+, these cations and Cu2+ also 
induce expression of metallothionein (MT) proteins that are direct sinks for these cations 
(Clemens, 2001; DalCorso et al., 2008). Zinc stress also induces MTP1 (Metal Tolerance Protein 
1) that facilitates Zn2+ transport into the vacuole (Blaudez et al., 2003; Desbrosses-Fonrouge et 
al., 2005; Kobae et al., 2004; van der Zaal et al., 1999). In contrast to other plant metal 
transporters that are promiscuous with respect to their divalent metal transport properties,   
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Arabidopsis MTP1 is specific for zinc and not capable of moving Cd2+ or other divalent cations 
(Kobae et al., 2004; Krämer, 2005).  
While much has been done to look at the downstream effects of these heavy metal 
stresses on photosynthesis and other biochemical processes (DalCorso et al., 2008; 
Schützendübel and Polle, 2002), less has been done examining the effects of heavy metals on 
upstream events affecting transcript abundance. Some studies have globally assessed the range of 
transcripts induced in 3-week-old Arabidopsis shoots and roots in response to Cd2+ exposure 
using microarrays (Herbette et al., 2006) and, in more limited tryptic analysis, assessed the range 
of proteins varying in 6-week-old hydroponically-grown seedling roots in response to Cd2+ 
exposure (Roth et al., 2006). Other studies have compared the responses to elevated Zn2+ 
exposure in Arabidopsis thaliana to Arabidopsis halleri, a Zn2+ and Cd2+ hyperaccumulator 
(Becher et al., 2004; Chiang et al., 2006; Shanmugam et al., 2011; Talke et al., 2006; Weber et 
al., 2004). All of these studies have focused on the changes in transcript and protein abundances 
without analyzing for specific effects on pre-mRNA splicing and/or degradation, post-
transcriptional steps that ultimately control mRNA abundance and functionality in all eukaryotic 
organisms.  
With no information available on the effects of heavy metal stress on post-transcriptional 
splicing events in Arabidopsis, this study initiated analyzing metal stress response for eleven 
second-step splicing factors, AtPRP16, AtPRP17-1, AtPRP17-2, AtPRP18A, AtPRP18B, 
AtPRP22-1, AtPRP22-2, AtPRP22-3, AtSLU7-1A, AtSLU7-1B and AtSLU7-2. The data 
presented here provide evidence that the proportions of Arabidopsis second-step splicing factor 
spliced and unspliced transcripts vary after exposure to several heavy metals. In particular, we 
show that pre-mRNA transcripts accumulate with Cd2+ and Hg2+ exposure suggesting that some 
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of the post-transcriptional effects of cadmium and mercury stress mediate downstream 
phenotypic changes associated with each of these elements. 
The highly conserved serine/arginine-rich (SR) family of proteins, which are non-snRNP 
proteins  involved in both constitutive and alternative splicing, as well as in diverse other 
functions within the nucleus, has varied localizations within cells (Reddy, 2004). Many of these 
are plant-specific and most are the products of alternatively spliced transcripts. We chose to 
examine the alternatively spliced SR proteins RSp31, SRp30, SR33, SRp34/SR1 and U1-70K 
(Table 3.1) in plants that are exposed to heavy metals. These genes in plants also undergo 
changes in expression of their alternatively spliced transcripts under heavy metal treatment 
conditions, but not their pre-mRNA transcripts.  
Several other constitutively and alternatively spliced plant transcripts (Table 3.2), whose 
products are not splicing factors, were also examined under heavy metal stress conditions. The 
effects that heavy metal treatment has on these transcripts offers further evidence that cadmium 
and mercury can affect the proportions of alternatively spliced transcripts for those with multiple 
splice site choices and the proportion of total RNA (pre-mRNA plus mature mRNA) for those 
with only constitutive splice site choices.  
3.2 Results 
Some metals cause retention of all introns in the splice products of second-step 
splicing factors 
In order to determine the effect of heavy metals on the transcript levels of the second-step 
splicing factors, Arabidopsis seedling were grown for three weeks on ½ MS plates supplemented 
with 30 μM 30 HgCl2, 10 μM Hg(OAc)2, 10 μM CdSO4, 20 μM CuSO4 or 60 μM ZnSO4, RNA 
was isolated and RT-PCR gel blot analyses of the full-length second-step splicing factor 
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transcripts were performed (Figure 3.1). Early evidence indicated that many of the second-step 
splicing factor transcripts retained some or all of their introns in metal treated plants as indicated 
by the upper band in the panels labeled AtPRP17-1, AtPRP17-2, AtPRP18A, AtPRP22-1, 
AtSLU7-1A and AtSLU7-1B. In most of the Arabidopsis second-step splicing factor transcripts 
examined, the numbers and sizes of the introns varied substantially examination (Tables 3.3, 
3.4). Closer inspections of the various splice junctions (Table 3.3) and intron lengths (Table 3.4) 
in these transcripts indicated that, while a few intron-exon junctions were unusual in the 
nucleotide preceding the 5’ splice site, all contained canonical /gu…ag/ junctions. In addition, 
most of these transcripts contain at least one intron substantially longer than the average intron 
length of 101 bases in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000); these include 
AtPRP16, AtPRP17-1, AtPRP17-2, AtPRP18A, AtPRP22-3 and AtSLU7-1A but not AtPRP18B, 
AtPRP22-1, AtPRP22-2 and AtSLU7-1B that have only short introns or AtSLU7-2 that has no 
introns.  
Primers were designed to encompass smaller subsets of introns, and to overlap in a 
manner that every intron is accounted for (Figure 3.2). Arabidopsis were grown on ½ MS plates 
supplemented with increasing concentrations of HgCl2 (10-30 μM), Hg(OAc)2 (10-30 μM), 
CdSO4 (2-15 μM), CuSO4 (10-40 μM)  and ZnSO4 (20-60 μM) for three weeks. RT-PCR and 
Southern blot analysis revealed that pre-mRNA levels were increased in many cases as a result 
of being grown under metal-supplemented conditions, especially in plants treated with Hg(OA)2 
and CdSO4 (Figure 3.3). Because pre-mRNA was detected across all subsets of introns in the 
extremely long AtPRP16, AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3 transcripts and because amplification of 
genomic DNA using full-length primers demonstrated a lack of product, it was determined that 
lack of pre-mRNA in Figure 3.1 is due to technical limitations caused by the length of these three 
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primary transcripts. The absence of DNA contamination in these samples was confirmed by 
control RT-PCR reactions of the splicing factor transcripts performed without reverse 
transcriptase and RT-PCR reactions of the internal control EF1α transcripts performed with 
reverse transcriptase, which failed to show any high molecular weight bands. Taken together, 
these data suggest that the higher molecular weight species in each of these blots are pre-mRNAs 
that have not been spliced. 
The ratios of retained introns versus mature RNA vary from metal to metal and even 
within the same gene (Table 3.5A). This is likely a result of partial degradation of some 
transcripts, and selection for other regions, although this mechanism does not appear to be 
related to the intron-exon junctions of the second-step splicing factors (Tables 3.3, 3.4). Rather, 
certain metals (particularly 30 μM HgCl2, 10 μM Hg(OAc)2 and 10 μM CdSO4) were responsible 
for increases in intron retention.  
Accumulation of some transcripts as a result of heavy metal treatment 
In some cases, the overall amount of second-step splicing factor transcript being made in 
response to treatment with heavy metals is altered (Table 3.5B). This is further complicated by 
the fact that the cases in which the mature transcript of the second-step splicing factors is also 
altered, this may not be directly proportional to the total amount of transcript (Table 3.5C). 
Determination of the relatedness between total transcript accumulation and mature-mRNA 
retention might lend some clues as to the nature of the intron retention observed when the plants 
are grown under mercuric or cadmium stress. 
Expression of these genes was examined in two different ways. First, total expression 
was analyzed in comparison to untreated samples by assessing the total amount of transcript 
regardless of it being fully spliced or not (Table 3.5B). The expression of AtPRP16 drops in 30 
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μM HgCl2 and 30 μM Hg(OAc)2 while 10 μM Hg(OAc)2 results in an increase of overall 
expression. AtPRP16 is also expressed in higher levels in the presence of 10 μM CdSO4 and its 
expression increases as the concentration of ZnSO4 increases. AtPRP17-1 expression is higher 
with both concentrations of HgCl2 and Hg(OAc)2. AtPRP17-2 is decreased with 10 μM HgCl2, 
30 μM Hg(OAc)2 and 20 μM CuSO4 and increased in 10 μM CdSO4 and as ZnSO4 
concentrations increase. Both AtPRP18A and AtPRP18B peak in expression with 10 μM HgCl2 
and 10 μM Hg(OAc)2. AtPRP18A also increases when treated with all levels of CdSO4, 20 μM 
CuSO4 and increasing concentrations of ZnSO4. In addition to the mercury samples mentioned 
above, AtPRP18B, on the other hand, peaks only at 10 μM CdSO4. AtPRP22-1 expression peaks 
at 10 μM Hg(OAc)2 and drops at 10-20 μM CuSO4. AtPRP22-2 expression decreases at both 
concentrations of HgCl2 and at 30 μM Hg(OAc)2 and increases at 15 μM CdSO4, 40 μM CuSO4 
and 60 μM ZnSO4. AtPRP22-3 expression is only increased in the 30 μM Hg(OAc)2 sample. 
AtSLU7-1A and AtSLU7-1B expression do not considerably change. AtSLU7-2 expression is 
decreased in 10 μM HgCl2 and 30 μM Hg(OAc)2 but increased in 10 μM Hg(OAc)2. Its 
expression is also increased at 10-15 μM CdSO4 and decreased in all treatments of CuSO4. At the 
lower concentrations of ZnSO4, AtSLU7-2 expression is decreased, while at 60 μM, its 
expression is increased. 
Second, the accumulation of mature transcript was examined (Table 3.5C). No significant 
change in the presence of mature mRNA was detected in AtPRP16, AtPRP17-1, AtPRP17-2, 
AtPRP18A, AtPRP22-3, AtSLU7-1A or AtSLU7-1B. AtPRP18B mature transcripts were 
decreased in samples treated with 10-15 μM CuSO4. AtPRP22-1 mature transcript levels were 
increased in samples treated with 10-30 μM Hg(OAc)2 and decreased in samples treated with 10-
20 μM CuSO4. AtPRP22-2 mature transcripts were decreased in 10-30 μM HgCl2 and increased 
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in response to treatment with 15 μM CdSO4, 10 and 40 μM CdSO4 and all concentrations of 
ZnSO4. Because there is no intron present in AtSLU7-2, the processing of that gene is not called 
into question and there is no discerning between the accumulation of mature transcript and the 
increased expression of overall transcript in metal-treated plants. 
Effects of heavy metals on other splicing factors 
In order to determine if the retention of pre-mRNA as a result of heavy metal treatment is 
specific to the second-step splicing factors, SR protein transcripts are examined under heavy 
metal treatment conditions. Each of the proteins is involved in various steps of splicing and is 
alternatively spliced. RSp31 is a plant-specific SR protein (Lopato et al., 1996) with nucleolar 
localization (Tillemans et al., 2006), SR33 is a plant-specific SR protein that interacts with U1-
70K (Golovkin and Reddy, 1999), SRp34/SR1 homologs are important for 5’ splice site 
recognition and interact with U1-70K and U11-35K (Lorković et al., 2004) and U1-70K is U1 
snRNA-specific and binds to various other SR proteins (Golovkin and Reddy, 1998). Each of 
these alternatively spliced isoforms is depicted in Figure 3.4 with product A being the smallest 
mature mRNA and the most abundant splice form. Briefly, RSp31 has alternative 3’ splice site 
recognition (B), partial intron retention (C) and second alternative 3’ splice site recognition (D). 
SR30 has an alternative 3’ splice site (B). SR33 has alternative 3’ splice site recognition (B), 
alternative intron retention (C), alternative 5’ splice site recognition (D) and intron retention (E). 
SRp34/SR1 has alternative 3’ splice site (B) and a different alternative 3’ splice site combined 
with partial intron retention (C). U1-70K has intron retention (B). 
Under metal stress conditions, each of the major alternative splice products is observed 
(Figure 3.4), but no pre-mRNA is detected in any of the genes based on comparison to amplified 
genomic DNA (data not shown). The presence of heavy metals causes alterations in the 
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alternative splice product ratios (Table 3.6A) and expression (Table 3.6B). All of these 
alternatively spliced species are predicted products and typically the increases in alternative 
splice products are a result of retention of the full-length of the alternative intron. In contrast to 
the second-step splicing factors, the total expression levels (total product of all alternative splice 
products) of the SR proteins observed are not significantly altered (Table 3.6B). 
Effects of heavy metals on non-splicing-related alternatively spliced proteins 
In order to further understand the targeting of alternative splicing by the heavy metal 
stress on Arabidopsis, the alternative splicing effects of genes predicted to have multiple 
alternatively spliced species was examined (Wang and Brendel, 2006). These genes include the 
transcription factor, MYB59; the plant defensin gene family protein, PDF2.2 and the whirly 
family protein WHY1 (Figure 3.5). There is no published evidence of alternative splicing in 
PDF2.2 or WHY1 and our own data show no alternative splice products (Figure 3.5). 
In contrast, MYB59 alternative splicing results in four products (Li et al., 2006a) with 
three products detected in this study and the fourth product below the level of detection. The two 
alternative products that can be detected are the alternate 5’ splice site (B) and retention of the 
first intron (C) (Figure 3.5). Changes in the levels of alternative splice products are minimal, but 
there is a reproducible slight increase in the intron-retention product (C) when treated with 
Hg(OAc)2 and CdSO4. Total transcript levels of MYB59 are also not significantly altered under 
heavy metal treatment (Table 3.7B). 
 PDF2.2 transcripts retaining the only intron in its gene (B) are present in control and 
heavy metal-treated plants (Figure 3.5). The ratio of the intron retained product to the fully-
spliced product drops drastically when plants are treated with HgCl2 and significantly increase 
when plants are treated with Hg(OAc)2 and CdSO4 (Table 3.7A). WHY2, which contains six 
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introns between the two primers used in this study, shows a nearly undetectable accumulation of 
pre-mRNA in untreated, Hg(OAc)2 and CdSO4 and there are no significant changes in 
accumulation of the pre-mRNA or total transcript levels of WHY2 (Tables 3.7A, B). 
3.3 Discussion 
Initial efforts at analysis of the levels of the full length second-step splicing factor 
transcripts revealed retention of higher molecular weight species in many of the samples. In 
order to determine what these amplification products are, gel blot analysis was carried out on 
smaller subsets of the introns within the gene. This method ensures that each intron is examined 
for possible alternative splicing or intron retention as a result of pre-mRNA accumulation. 
Because the overall intron check was directly compared to amplified genomic DNA and no-RT 
controls were performed on each set of cDNAs used in this experiment (data not shown), we 
determined that additional products detected were a result of intron retention in the primary 
transcripts derived from the second-step splicing factor genes. No bands of additional sizes were 
detected, eliminating the possibility of metal stress-related alternative splicing of the second-step 
splicing factors.  
Initially, to analyze the response of the second-step splicing factor genes to metal stresses 
on the plants, total expression levels of the genes was analyzed. This involved assessing the total 
amount of product, as compared to untreated plants, including both pre-mRNA and mature 
transcript and assessing the total, mature transcript levels that accumulate in the plant. 
Commonly, total levels of gene expression were not mirrored in the levels of mature transcript. 
This indicates that there is a blockage in the processing of the RNA so that some of the pre-
mRNA is never processed into mature (and presumably functional) mRNA. 
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Intron retention in second-step splicing factor transcripts tends to favor the 5’ end of the 
gene in AtPRP17-2, AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3. AtPRP22-2 and AtPRP22-3 contain 12 and 15 
introns, respectively, and AtPRP17-2 only contains three introns of which the third is unusually 
long (720 base pairs). Genes containing multiple introns that do not exhibit this polar intron 
retention effect include AtPRP16, AtSLU7-1A and AtSLU7-1B. None of these described genes 
exhibit unusual intron-exon junctions. While pre-mRNA accumulation of the internal control, 
EF1α (which does contain an intron), was not detected, it was still necessary to determine the 
extent of this effect. SR proteins that are alternatively spliced were examined under the same 
metal conditions. 
The SR did not, in any case, exhibit an accumulation of pre-mRNA. As before, genomic 
DNA was amplified and compared to the products of the SR protein amplifications, and the size 
did not compare to any of the products observed until metal treatments (data not shown). 
Accumulation of different alternative splicing products, however, was observed. RSp31 product 
D (alternative 3’ splice site) makes up less than 1% of the total product in untreated plants, but 
HgCl2, CdSO4 and ZnSO4 treatments result in an accumulation of this product to making a total 
of 10% of the transcript. Product C (partial intron retention) accumulates in ZnSO4 and product 
B (alternative 3’ splice site) accumulates in CdSO4 and ZnSO4. This same effect is detected in 
SR33 product E (intron retention) when the plant is treated with CdSO4. U1-70K, with a singular 
alternative splice product of a retained intron, has a 20% jump in that alternative splice product 
in the presence of CdSO4. 
 I propose that the alteration of some alternative splice products of SR proteins is a result 
of metal treatment and that we do not observe retention of pre-mRNA because there are alternate 
options for splicing of SR proteins transcript. In other words, when normal splicing does not 
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work as a result of stress, there are bail-out splicing options in the alternatively spliced SR 
transcripts that the splicing machinery can rely on. In the case of the second-step splicing factor 
transcripts where there are no options for alternative splicing the splicing machinery has no 
option but to decrease splicing efficiency. .  
 Quantification of other non-splicing transcripts that are or are not alternatively spliced 
indicated that the splicing of PDF2.2 and WHY1, which do not contain alternative splice sites, is 
also diminished in the presence of some metals resulting in the accumulation of their pre-
mRNAs. In contrast, MYB59, which does contain alternative splice sites, does not accumulate 
pre-mRNA but does have altered ratios of alternative splice products. Specifically, treatment 
with mercury or cadmium results in modulation between product C (intron retention) and 
product B (alternative 5’ splice site).  
Rather than the observed effects noted above being on the second-step splicing factor 
transcripts, it is more likely that there are two things acting in concert. First, splicing is 
perturbed. In genes that cannot be alternatively spliced, accumulation of pre-mRNA is observed. 
The SR proteins and other genes of alternatively spliced proteins undergo differential alternative 
splicing. Separately, RNA surveillance that would normally be responsible for degrading the 
accumulated, incorrectly processed mRNA is not functioning. We would expect that under 
conditions in which surveillance is not perturbed, we would not be able to detect increasing 
levels of pre-mRNA. 
A clue that indicates that the surveillance system that not only relies on the presence of 
premature termination codon (PTC)-containing introns, but also regulates the level of normal 
transcripts as a method of translation regulation, is affected by the treatment of the plants with 
heavy metals is the set of observations on the AtSLU7-2 transcript that does not contain any 
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introns. When the expression levels of this gene are analyzed under metal stress, transcript 
accumulation increases in cadmium and mercury stress. We expect that this would be the case 
with any gene that is susceptible to RNA surveillance regardless of the presence of an in-frame 
stop codon. Identification of the type of mRNA surveillance that is affected will be a pertinent 
step to understanding the mechanism of metal stress tolerance in the cell. 
3.4 Materials and Methods 
Plant growth conditions and material 
Wild type Arabidopsis thaliana (Columbia ecotype) seeds were sterilized by submerging 
in 70% alcohol for 30 seconds, 20% bleach and a drop of Tween20 for 15 minutes, and washed 
three times with sterile water. Seeds were then plated on ½ MS agar plates (pH 5.7) that were 
supplemented with either no metal; 10 or 30 μM HgCl2; 10 or 30 μM Hg(OAc)2; 2, 10 or 15 μM 
CdSO4; 10, 20 or 40 μM CuSO4; and 20, 40 or 60 μM ZnSO4 after autoclaving. Seedlings were 
incubated in the dark at 4°C for 24 hours then grown under long day conditions (22°C with 16-h-
light and 8-h-dark cycles) for three weeks. Three-week-old plants were harvested directly from 
the plates, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. 
RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis 
RNA was extracted by the beadbeater method described in Thimmapuram et al. (2005) 
including DNase treatment. The RNA was stored in 100 μl of water, snap frozen and stored at -
80°C. cDNA was synthesized by Superscript III (Invitrogen) according to the user manual. 
Specifically, 1 μg of total RNA was used in a 20 μl reaction containing 200 ng of oligo(dT)19, 1 
μl 10 mM dNTP mix and 1 μl 0.1 M DTT. To obtain a final working concentration of cDNA, the 
sample was diluted to 40 μl in water. 
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Analysis of transcript levels 
Semi-quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) primers are listed in Table 3.8 for 
the second-step splicing factors and in Table 3.9 for all other genes examined. When full-length 
gene products were amplified, the first forward primer for a gene and the last reverse primer for 
the same gene (Table 3.8) were used. cDNA was amplified by 25 cycles of PCR, with the 
exception of EF1a, which was amplified for 18 cycles. Each cycle consists of 94°C for 45 
seconds, 58°C for 45 seconds and 72°C for 2 minutes. The first cycle is preceded by a 3 minute 
95°C denaturation period and followed by a 10 minute 72°C elongation period. PCR products 
were run on 1.3% agarose gels, transferred to Hybond-N (Amersham-Pharmacia Biotech), and 
probed with 32P-labelled DNA probe made with random primers (Invitrogen) and gene-specific 
cDNA template. Blots were hybridized and washed according to Lou et al (1993). Band strength 
was determined by ImageJ (NIH) (Rasband, W. S. ImageJ, U. S. National Institutes of Health, 
Bethesda, MD) after background signal was reduced with a rolling ball radius of 50-70 pixels. 
Transcript levels were normalized to the corresponding EF1α measurements and compared to 
untreated samples. These performed in biological duplicate and fold-change is plotted on a 
logarithmic scale. The p-value is less than 0.05. 
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Table 3.1 Arabidopsis SR proteins examined in this study. 
 
Common Name Locus Accession number 
RSp31 At2g46610 AAL38713 
SRp30 At1g09140 AEE28400 
SR33 At1g55310 AAW28547 
SRp34/SR1 At1g02840 AAB71385 
U1-70K At3g50670 AAD12775 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.2 Non-splicing related genes examined in this study. 
 
 
Common Name Locus Accession number 
MYB59 At5g59780 AAY97894 
PDF2.2 At2g02100 AAK44170 
WHY1 At1g14410 AAK43971 
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Table 3.3 Intron features of Arabidopsis second-step splicing factors. Unusual nucleotides 
are highlighted in pink. 
 
 
Gene Intron 5’ splice 
site 
3’ splice 
site 
 Gene Intron 5’ splice 
site 
3’ splice 
site 
AtPRP16 1 GGgu agGU  AtPRP22-3 1 AGgu agGC 
 2 AGgu agGU   2 AAgu agGU 
 3 AGgu agAA   3 ACgu agGG 
 4 AUgu agAU   4 UGgu agAU 
 5 AGgu agUG   5 AGgu agGA 
 6 AGgu agGG   6 AGgu agGU 
 7 UGgu agGU   7 GUgu agGU 
 8 UGgu agGU   8 AAgu agAG 
 9 UGgu agAU   9 AUgu agCU 
 10 UGgu agAU   10 UGgu agAU 
 11 AGgu agAU   11 AGgu agUA 
 12 AGgu agGU   12 AGgu agGU 
 13 AGgu agGU   13 AGgu agAU 
 14 AGgu agUA   14 AGgc agGU 
 15 CGgu agUG   15 AGgu agCG 
 16 AGgu agUG  AtSLU7-1A 1 AGgu agUU 
AtPRP17-1 1 UGgu agGG   2 CGgu agAG 
AtPRP17-2 1 UGgu agUU   3 AAgu agCU 
 2 UGgu agUU   4 AGgu agGA 
 3 AGgu agGU   5 UGgu agGG 
AtPRP18A 1 AGgu agGG   6 AGgu agGA 
AtPRP18B 1 UAgu agGU   7 AGgu agAG 
 2 AGgu agUG   8 AGgu agGA 
AtPRP22-1 1 AAgu agGU   9 AUgu agGU 
AtPRP22-2 1 AGgu agCA  AtSLU7-1B 1 AGgu agUU 
 2 AGgu agUG   2 CGgu agAG 
 3 UCgu agAA   3 AGgu agGA 
 4 AGgu agAG   4 UGgu agGG 
 5 AGgu agAU   5 AGgu agGA 
 6 AGgu agGU   6 AGgu agAG 
 7 AGgu agUG   7 AGgu agGA 
 8 AGgu agGG      
 9 AGgu agGC      
 10 AGgu agGC      
 11 AGgu agGG      
 12 aggu - UTR agau - 
UTR  
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Table 3.4 Intron lengths in Arabidopsis second-step splicing factors. In each subset of primers 
used for intron subgroup checks, the lengths of the included introns are listed (from left to right). 
 
 
Primer set Unspliced (bp) 
fully 
spliced 
(bp) 
intron lengths (5' - 3')  
(bp)     
AtPRP16 I1-4 1084 544 109 81 158 189  
AtPRP16 I5-8 1270 593 195 150 182 150  
AtPRP16 I9-12 1365 750 297 106 82 130  
AtPRP16 I13-16 1045 604 112 156 87 86  
AtPRP17-1 I1 850 466 384     
AtPRP17-2 I1-2 1200 985 121 94    
AtPRP17-2 I3 1090 370 720     
AtPRP18A I1 660 270 390     
AtPRP18B I1 660 500 100     
AtPRP22-1 I1 485 394 91     
AtPRP22-2 I1-4 1227 838 102 86 98 103  
AtPRP22-2 I5-8 1686 1175 116 103 119 173  
AtPRP22-2 I9-12 852 567 90 86 109   
AtPRP22-3 I1-3 730 455 105 92 78   
AtPRP22-3 I4-8 1806 610 121 92 120 553 310 
AtPRP22-3 I9-12 1282 562 175 83 113 349  
AtPRP22-3 I12-15 1480 693 349 (same intron as above) 198 132 108  
AtSLU7-1A I1-3 1535 859 426 93 157   
AtSLU7-1A I4-5 970 768 108 94    
AtSLU7-1A I6-9 1150 698 125 143 87 97  
AtSLU7-1B I1-4 1671 1396 89 92 94   
AtSLU7-1B I5-7 960 654 100 106 100   
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Table 3.5 Calculated levels of second-step splicing factors under metal treatment. (A) Band 
ratios. The ratio of pre-mRNA to mature mRNA found in each transcript. Colors range based on 
the amount of product detected for pre-mRNAs in the following order: white, light yellow, 
yellow, light green, green, light blue, dark blue, lavender, purple. (B) Transcript  levels of 
second-step splicing factors under metal treatments This includes analysis of all possible 
transcripts. The measurements for both pre-mRNA and mature transcripts are combined and 
compared to untreated samples (C) Mature transcript levels of second-step splicing factors. 
Transcript levels of mature mRNA only are compared to untreated samples. 
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Table 3.5 (cont.)  
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Table 3.5 (cont.)  
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Table 3.5 (cont.) 
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Table 3.6 (A) SR protein band ratios. Ratios of alternative splice products (B) SR protein 
total transcript levels. Total transcript levels as compared to untreated (½ MS) samples. 
 
 
A 
  no treatment HgCl2 Hg(OAc)2 CdSO4 CuSO4 ZnSO4 
RSp31 D 0.086 0.10 0.098 0.18 0.072 0.13 
 C 0.0089 0.011 0.022 0.025 0.0095 0.16 
 B 0.085 0.099 0.096 0.19 0.070 0.13 
 A 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.81 0.93 0.87 
SR30 B 0.34 0.31 0.41 0.48 0.38 0.42 
 A 0.66 0.69 0.59 0.52 0.62 0.58 
SR33 E 0.063 0.035 0.031 0.13 0.038 0.051 
 D 0.0043 0.0064 0.0091 0.012 0.0058 0.0074 
 C 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.11 0.11 
 B 0.027 0.019 0.029 0.043 0.015 0.016 
 A 0.78 0.82 0.81 0.62 0.83 0.81 
SRp34/ 
SR1 
C 0.79 0.78 0.68 0.46 0.67 0.63 
B 0.0099 0.0156 0.0086 0.023 0.018 0.054 
 A 0.20 0.21 0.31 0.52 0.31 0.31 
U1-70K B 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.37 0.084 0.22 
 A 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.63 0.92 0.78 
 
 
 
B 
 
no 
treatment HgCl2 Hg(OAc)2 CdSO4 CuSO4 ZnSO4 
RSp31 1 0.63 0.75 1.06 0.97 0.74 
SR30 1 0.66 0.71 0.70 0.79 0.89 
SR33 1 0.69 0.75 0.92 0.80 0.68 
SRp34/SR1 1 0.57 0.69 0.74 0.66 0.83 
U1-70K 1 0.47 0.58 1.52 0.69 1.49 
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Table 3.7 (A) Band ratios of non-splicing related proteins. Ratios of alternative splice 
products. (B) Total transcript levels of non-splicing related proteins. Total transcript levels as 
compared to untreated (½ MS) samples. 
 
 
A 
  
no 
treatment HgCl2 Hg(OAc)2 CdSO4 CuSO4 ZnSO4 
MYB59 C 0.12 0.10 0.23 0.23 0.09 0.22 
 B 0.43 0.49 0.38 0.39 0.45 0.40 
  A 0.45 0.41 0.39 0.38 0.46 0.38 
PDF2.2 B 0.61 0.34 0.75 0.59 0.43 0.73 
  A 0.39 0.65 0.25 0.41 0.57 0.27 
WHY1 B 0.04 0.02 0.13 0.15 0.03 0.04 
 A 0.96 0.98 0.87 0.85 0.97 0.96 
 
 
B 
 
 
no 
treatment HgCl2 Hg(OAc)2 CdSO4 CuSO4 ZnSO4 
MYB59 1 0.93 1.47 1.65 1.78 1.83 
PDF2.1 1 0.70 2.21 2.20 0.31 1.66 
WHY2 1 0.94 1.33 1.27 1.27 1.22 
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Table 3.8 Intron check primers. 
 
Gene Introns Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
PRP16 1-4 gctcaaatcgtcgactgag gtatctcctacgcttttctcc 
 
5-8 cgagaagaacataggcgtg ctctttgccagttcagtttcc 
 
9-12 cgaagggaactcactgttt gtaagttgagtggtctttcc 
 
13-16 gagaaaaccaggtgatagtg ctgcctcaatctcatcttgc 
PRP17-1 1 gcttgctgcacagagtttgg cgagattgatacaacactaaag 
PRP17-2 1-2 ggatctcatctgcaatcg ctctaacatattcatgcacg 
 
3 ggtcaaagcaagggttatcg ggtgacgtttgatgcaagg 
PRP18A 1 ggaaacaggagcttgatgc ccatagtcactccaatagg 
PRP18B 1 ggtttcgttattcatgatgtgag ggtctcatgaatgataggaag 
PRP22-1 1 cgacgtgctcaagatgtgagg ggtcatacaacggctcaatcc 
PRP22-2 1-4 gaatttcttgccccgttcg cctgcacatgaacagctttgg 
 
5-8 ggagtgttcatactgatgttc ccacactgagcacggcaac 
 
9-12 ggagagttgcattcgcttgg cgtttggaaatggtgaggag 
PRP22-3 1-4 ggagaaaccggttctggg ggtacattcagcacaggg 
 
5-8 ggtttctgaattcttttcgg ggcaagagaagttcgttgg 
 
9-12 gttatcgtttatacccattgg ctaacatctttgacaaacacc 
 
12-15 catgatgaagattctaatcttcc gagacatcaaatttatttctgtcc 
SLU7-1A 1-3 gaagtcgaagcttcacgatcg cagcttgaaagatctttgcacc 
 
4-5 cgaagtacacaaacatgaac ccttttataatcctccctgc 
 
6-9 gttcaaacagctaaacatcc ggaaatctttcattggatcc 
SLU7-1B 1-4 cctctactcgaagcttaacg ctcaatttgtctttcactttgg 
 
5-7 ccatcccaagctgaattgc ggaaatttctcattgggtcc 
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Table 3.9 Non splicing-related primers. 
 
Gene Name Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
EF1alpha AT5G60390 accaccaagtactactgcac gacctctcaatcatgttgtc 
GRP7 At2g21660 gctcactactctcactgtaatcc ccaagtagaagcataacaagc 
MAGO At1g02140 ggacacggagaggtaatctcg gtcacaaagtcctcatgttcc 
MYB59 At5g59780 atgaaacttgtgcaagaagaa ctaaaggcgaccactaccatg 
PDF2.2 At2g02100 gcaatgaagctctctatgcg ggtagatcagcaatgtctgg 
RSp31 At3g61860 cgagtatgaaactcgccagtcgg ccagtcccaagaggaagaccttg 
SRp30 At1g09140 gtagccgatggaatcgtacg gtacagccagtggccagttttc 
SR33 At1g55310 gaggggaaggagctacactc gctcttacctctgactggag 
SRp34/SR1 At1g02840 gcagtcgttcgagtagaacc ggactcctagtgtggatagg 
SLU7-2 At3g45950 cgtgttcgaacaactgatgg cgagtttgattccgttggc 
U1-70K At3g50670 gagactccggcgatcctttc cgaacatactctcgcgattc 
UPF1 At5g47010 cctaatgctgacagaagagg ccaagttttgtctttctcacc 
UPF2 At2g39260 ccattgcaaacgtactgaagc ccaactattaccgcttttgac 
UPF3 At1g33980 caaggaaaatttagggttttcg ggacaaaatccagtggaatgg 
Why1 At1g14410 cgtatgtcgcaactcttatcg cctccatagttaggcgaagc 
ZAP-like At5g62760 cctcatcgatctactcgtcc tccatgtccatatccacctcc 
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Figure 3.1 Amplification of full-length second-step splicing factor genes under metal stress 
conditions. Southern blots with 32P-labeled cDNA probes. In panels that include two bands, 
upper band is pre-mRNA and lower band is mature mRNA. In the cases of AtPRP16, AtPRP22-
2, AtPRP22-3, gene-specific primers are unable to detect genomic, and in turn, pre-mRNA.  
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Figure 3.2 Gene structures and primer locations of second-step splicing factors. Gray areas 
represent the UTRs, open boxes are exons and black bars are introns. Arrows below the genes 
represent the primers used to check each set of introns for retention. Corresponding patterns 
within the arrows are paired together. 
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Figure 3.3 Effect of metal treatment on the expression of Arabidopsis second-step splicing 
factors. Southern blots with 32P-labeled cDNA probes. With the top band representing the pre-
mRNA and the bottom band representing the fully spliced mature mRNA. The dashed line 
samples are from plants grown on ½ MS plates and the metals are present in increasing 
concentrations.  
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Figure 3.4 Gene structures and metal effects of SR proteins. Southern blots with 32P-labeled 
cDNA probes with each band on the blot representing a different alternative splice product as 
labeled to the left with a letter. The corresponding product is pictured to the left in each gene-
structure illustration. The dashed line samples are from plants grown on ½ MS plates and the 
metals are present in increasing concentrations.  
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Figure 3.5 Gene structures and metal effects of non-splicing-related genes. Southern blots 
with 32P-labeled cDNA probes with each band on the MYB59 blot representing a different 
alternative splice product as labeled to the left with a letter. Higher molecular weight bands on 
the PDF2.2 and WHY1 blots are representative of pre-mRNA. The corresponding product is 
pictured to the left in each gene-structure illustration. The dashed line samples are from plants 
grown on ½ MS plates and the metals are present in increasing concentrations.  
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CHAPTER 4 
The effect of heavy metal stresses on the surveillance of second-step splicing factor 
transcripts 
4.1 Introduction 
Germination and growth of Arabidopsis for three weeks on heavy metal-treated media 
results in alteration of splicing of gene products (Chapter 3). Genes that are known to go through 
alternative splicing undergo an alteration to the ratios of their alternative splice products. 
Conversely, genes that are not alternatively spliced undergo accumulation of pre-mRNA. These 
effects were most prominent in SR proteins and second-step splicing factors that were treated 
with 10 μM Hg(OAc)2 or 10 μM CdSO4. 
It would be expected that accumulation of pre-mRNA in cases in which there is no 
alternative splicing should not happen due to the multiple mRNA surveillance mechanisms that 
are in place in the cell. Because this accumulation still persists, we propose that mRNA 
surveillance is damaged in the presence of heavy metal stress. There are three known types of 
mRNA surveillance in eukaryotes: non-stop decay (NSD), no-go decay (NGD) and nonsense-
mediate decay (NMD). NSD degradation occurs in transcripts that lack a stop codon as a result 
of transcription abortion, point mutations that eliminate the stop codon or when premature 
polyadenylation occurs resulting the ribosome stalling on the mRNA during the elongation phase 
of translation (Klauer and van Hoof, 2012; van Hoof et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2011). NSD has been 
best characterized in yeast and it is hypothesized that degradation of the mRNA (and likely the 
nascent peptide) occur as the ribosome reaches the end of the mRNA. NGD quality control 
serves to degrade mRNA that has stalled on the ribosome during the elongation phase of 
translation (Doma and Parker, 2006). These mRNAs are subjected to endolytic cleavage and 
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subsequent degradation by the exosome. Stalling of the ribosome during elongation is not 
uncommon, but if this occurs for a prolonged period of time, an empty A site on the ribosome 
may be bound by the Dom34/Hbs1 complex (Harigaya and Parker, 2010). This can lead to 
mRNA cleavage, release of the ribosome from the mRNA and/or degradation of the nascent 
peptide. Prolonged stalling that leads to NGD can result from a structural barrier in the mRNA 
resulting from strong secondary structure (like hairpin loops, pseudoknots). NMD is activated 
due to the presence of premature termination codons (PTCs). These are stop codons located 
within the open reading frame of a gene and are in-frame. When a gene harbors a PTC (PTC+), it 
is targeted for NMD. A PTC can be found in the intron(s) of unspliced or misspliced genes, but it 
can also be the result of a nonsense mutation. In Arabidopsis, NMD is carried out via three 
proteins (along with other, yet to be identified, factors): UPF1, UPF2 and UPF3. UPF1 is an 
ATP-dependent RNA helicase that, along with UPF3, associates with the EJC (Huang and 
Wilkinson, 2012) and UPF2 is a phosphoprotein that binds both UPF1 and UPF3 and promotes 
phosphorylation of UPF1 (Huang and Wilkinson, 2012). Knockouts of UPF1 or UPF3 result in 
the knockout of NMD and accumulation of certain transcripts that would typically be susceptible 
to degradation (Arciga-Reyes et al., 2006; Hori and Watanabe, 2005). 
In addition to the described mechanisms for degradation of nonsense mRNA, NMD can 
be used for the regulation of normal, non-mutated genes in Arabidopsis (Huang and Wilkinson, 
2012). Genes that would be likely targets of this type of mRNA are identified by certain 
characteristics. These include upstream open reading frames (uORFs) in the 5’ untranslated 
region (UTR) (Nyiko et al., 2009), a lengthy 3’ UTR (Hori and Watanabe, 2005; Schwartz et al., 
2006), the presence of an intron in the 3’ UTR (leading to an exon-junction complex (EJC) 
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(Kertesz et al., 2006) downstream from the stop codon) and a long distance between the final 
EJC and stop codon (Le Hir et al., 2001) 
Heavy metal stress on three-week-old Arabidopsis plants leads to an accumulation of pre-
mRNA transcript in transcripts that are not alternatively spliced. The sequence of each of the 
second-step splicing factors reveals that PTCs are present in each retained intron and in every 
frame (Table 4.1). Additionally, the cDNA libraries that were generated to test this data were 
created from oligo(dT) primers, primers designed to amplify all transcripts containing a 
polyadenylated (polyA) tail. Taken together, we predict that pre-mRNA retention in the heavy 
metal-treated plants is due to disruption of NMD. 
It has been observed that certain transcripts, such as MAGO, GRP7 and ZAP-like are 
affected when NMD is inactivated in UPF1 or UPF3 knockouts or by chemical inactivation using 
the translation inhibitor cycloheximide (CHX). These transcripts were analyzed to determine if 
the same effects were observed when the plants are treated with metal alone. Additionally, each 
of the UPF transcripts and second-step splicing factor transcripts were analyzed when NMD was 
inactivated using CHX with and without heavy metal stress. The combination of both heavy 
metal and CHX treatments is intended to offer insight into the many layers of intricacy in 
regulation. These data indicate that some of the second-step splicing factor transcript levels are 
regulated by NMD while others are not. Because most of these genes contain cis features that 
indicate that they could be susceptible to this type of regulation, we propose that these rules are 
not strict and serve only as a guide for prediction of NMD regulation.  
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4.2 Results 
Mature transcript levels of MAGO, the EJC protein is affected by heavy metal 
stress  
When NMD is inactivated in knockouts of either UPF1 or UPF3, EJC protein expression 
is decreased (Kerenyi et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009). To determine the extent to which the effects 
of external metal stress is mediated by NMD, the expression of MAGO transcripts, encoding one 
member of the EJC complex, were determined under heavy metal stress conditions (Figure 
4.1A). MAGO mature mRNA accumulation was lowest in the presence of copper and zinc, two 
metals that did not induce significant pre-mRNA accumulation of the second-step splicing factor 
transcripts,  (previous data), was not affected in the presence of mercury and was increased in the 
presence of cadmium, a metal that did result in an accumulation of pre-mRNA (Figure 4.1B). 
MAGO pre-mRNA accumulation was increased with HgCl2 and Hg(OAc)2 and, to some extent, 
with CdSO4. Analysis of the ratio of pre-mRNA and mature mRNA indicates that MAGO 
processing is affected under several treatment conditions (Figure 4.1C) with substantially more 
pre-mRNA accumulating with HgCl2, Hg(OAc)2 and ZnSO4 and less pre-mRNA accumulating 
with CdSO4.  
 Alternative splicing of NMD-relevant genes  
GRP7 is an alternatively spliced transcript that exhibits increased stability of higher 
molecular weight alternatively spliced products in the absence of UPF1 and UPF3 (Heintzen et 
al., 1997; Schöning et al., 2008). Its expression levels were analyzed with gel blot (Figure 4.2A). 
In the presence of both HgCl2 and Hg(OAc)2, this alternative splice product is stabilized (Figure 
4.2B), but it is less abundant in CuSO4-treated plants. Other metal treatment conditions resulted 
in little to no change in alternative splice products in the GRP7 transcript.  
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ZAP-like is a gene of unknown function that has sequence homology to the ZAP family 
of proteins and its transcript levels were analyzed in the presence of the metal treatments (Figure 
4.3A). It is predicted to be alternatively spliced with its alternatively spliced isoform containing a 
PTC (PTC+) (Hori and Watanabe, 2005). When NMD is inactivated in UPF3 knockout plants, 
the PTC+ isoform levels increase greatly (Hori and Watanabe, 2005). The PTC+ form (upper 
band) of the ZAP-like mRNA did accumulate in the CdSO4-treated plant, but not in any other 
treated plants (Figure 4.3B). 
UPF1, UPF2 and UPF3 are variably expressed in Hg- and Cd-treated plants 
When NMD is knocked out, it is expected that both aberrant transcripts containing PTCs 
and normal transcripts that are regulated by NMD will accumulated in the plant. In order to gain 
insight into the possibility that metal stress is causing the accumulation of pre-mRNA in plants, 
these effects are compared between plants treated with 10 μM Hg(OAc)2 or 10 μM CdSO4 and 
plants that are NMD-deficient. Treatment of Arabidopsis with CHX induces a halt in translation 
without releasing the ribosome from the nascent mRNA transcript or decapping the transcript 
(Schneider-Poetsch et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2006). Because mRNA surveillance is dependent upon 
translation, this also serves to halt NMD. Plants that are grown on agar plates cannot be 
completely exposed to CHX treatment because the entire root tissue is not exposed to the 
chemical. Because of this, Arabidopsis seedlings were germinated and grown for two weeks in 
rich, liquid ½ MS media (no treatment) and then treated with 10 μM of Hg(OAc)2, 10 μM CdSO4 
or water for one week before treatment with CHX or the control of water. Plants were not 
germinated in the metal via this method and as a result of this technical difference, pre-mRNA 
accumulation was minimal. A general effect resulting from the treatment of CHX was, however, 
observed.  
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UPF1 and UPF3 are necessary for NMD in Arabidopsis (Arciga-Reyes et al., 2006; Hori 
and Watanabe, 2005; Yoine et al., 2006), and while the role of UPF2 in Arabidopsis has not been 
determined experimentally, it is necessary for NMD in yeast (Cui et al., 1995; He and Jacobson, 
1995). The transcript accumulation of all three genes are not significantly altered in the presence 
of each Hg(OAc)2 type (Figure 4.4A). The expression level of each increases approximately 1.5-
fold in the presence of CdSO4 (Figure 4.4B). When treated with CHX alone, each of the UPF 
transcripts accumulates. When combining CHX and the metals, the expression levels alter when 
comparing the accumulation of transcript to that of no metal and no CHX. But when the 
expression levels are compared within the metal-treated and metal-treated with CHX subset 
(Figure 4.4C), Hg(OAc)2 levels are not significantly altered. When comparing the expression 
levels of the UPF genes in the presence of CdSO4 with or without CHX (Figure 4.4D), UPF1 
accumulation increases by 2-fold, UPF2 accumulation increases by 1.5-fold, and UPF3 
accumulation decreases. 
Treatment of plants with CHX causes accumulation of some second-step splicing 
factors 
These above described conditions were used for the analysis of second-step splicing 
factors. Some Arabidopsis second-step splicing factors exhibit features that are implicated in 
NMD-mediated regulation of expression levels. These include an upstream ORF or a start codon 
in the 5’ UTR (Nyiko et al., 2009), a lengthy 3’ UTR (Hori and Watanabe, 2007), and intron in 
the 3’ UTR (Kurihara et al., 2009) and a short distance between the final EJC and the stop codon 
of the gene (Scofield et al., 2007). The presence of these features found in the second-step 
splicing factor transcripts are detailed in Table 4.2. Because it is currently predicted that 13% of 
the Arabidopsis genome is regulated by NMD (Kalyna et al., 2012), and many of the second-step 
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splicing factors exhibit features that are common in NMD-regulated genes, we tested to see if 
any of these genes are regulated via NMD regardless of the presence of aberrant processing or 
mutation resulting in a PTC or nonsense codon (Figure 4.5A). The gene transcripts that 
accumulate in the presence of CHX alone are PRP16, PRP22-1, PRP22-2, SLU7-1A, SLU7-1B 
and SLU7-2 (Figure 5.5B). When treated with metal in combination with CHX, the accumulation 
of each transcript varies with no discernible pattern. Two genes are not affected by the presence 
of CHX alone: PRP17-1 and PRP18B. PRP22-3 is downregulated in the presence of CHX, and 
effect that could be related to downstream effects of either loss of NMD or translation. Three 
special cases exist (Figure 5.5C). PRP22-3 levels decline with CHX treatment and both PRP17-2 
and PRP18B have differentially accumulating pre-mRNA transcripts (Figures 5.5D, E) which 
could offer some insight into the observed effect of pre-mRNA accumulation in plants that are 
germinated in the presence of metals. PRP17-2 accumulation of pre-mRNA is not significantly 
altered with respect to mature mRNA, but the overall mature transcript levels are increased with 
CHX treatment. PRP18B precursor mRNA levels do accumulate with CHX, regardless of the 
presence of either metal. Additionally, the mature transcript of PRP18B decreases as compared 
to untreated plants to nearly undetectable levels.  
Combination of CHX treatment and heavy metal treatment can cause some 
accumulation of pre-mRNA 
Under these experimental conditions, treatment of the plants with 10 μM Hg(OAc)2 does 
not result in significant changes of mature transcript accumulation. When CHX is added to 
Hg(OAc)2-treated plants (Figure 5.5F), the level of accumulation does not significantly increase 
or decrease for many of the transcripts. Notable exceptions include PRP17-2, PRP22-2 and 
PRP22-3. Both PRP17-2 and PRP22-2 accumulate with treatment of Hg(OAc)2 and CHX at the 
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same levels as treatment with CHX (no metal). PRP22-3 transcript levels decrease with 
Hg(OAc)2 and CHX but not to the extent that they do with CHX alone. 
Plants that are treated with CdSO4 alone also exhibit varying levels of transcript 
accumulation (Figure 5.5F). PRP17-1 and PRP22-2 accumulate with metal treatment alone while 
PRP22-3 and SLU7-2 transcript levels decline with metal treatment. At the addition of CHX to 
the CdSO4-treated plants, no change is observed in the accumulation of PRP16, PRP17-1, 
PRP17-2, PRP22-1 and SLU7-1B relative to the transcript levels in CdSO4 treatment alone. The 
only transcript that accumulates is SLU7-2, while PRP18A, PRP22-2, PRP22-3 and SLU7-1A 
transcript levels decrease relative to no CHX treatment. These data do not follow an obvious 
pattern, but they are detailed in Table 3. 
4.3 Discussion 
It is evident that the mode of heavy metal treatment on the plants is important with 
regards to the resulting effects on the splicing and accumulation of transcript. As previously 
demonstrated, plants that are germinated and grown for three weeks in the presence of varying 
concentrations of heavy metals have an alteration of splicing, resulting in accumulation of pre-
mRNA in genes that do not undergo alternative splicing. This accumulation can also be evidence 
of another issue with the metabolism of RNA; the accumulation of this pre-mRNA is taking 
place because the PTC+ pre-mRNA transcripts are not being degraded. 
When plants are treated with 10 μM Hg(OAc)2 or 10 μM CdSO4 after growing in liquid 
media for two weeks, they do not exhibit as much precursor accumulation as plants that are 
germinated under these conditions. This allows for examination of the accumulation of mature 
transcript under metal treatment conditions as well as CHX treatment conditions with and 
without metal. Additionally, we observed that metal treatment caused alterations of the splice 
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products of the SR proteins (previous work).  Many SR proteins are alternatively spliced, and the 
accumulation of alternative splice products can be regulated, in part, by NMD (NAS-nonsense-
associated alternative splicing) (Ali and Reddy, 2008) 
MAGO and GRP7 each are affected by loss of NMD through UPF knockouts.  Each of 
these effects is mirrored in Hg-treatment, but not in Cd-treatment.  The effects of ZAP-like under 
UPF knockout conditions are present in Cd-treated plants only.  This indicates that each of these 
metals do cause a loss of NMD, but that this effect is partial, and it is might be specific to 
different types of genes. 
When the transcript accumulation levels of each of the UPF genes are examined with 
CHX treatment alone, they accumulate to varying degrees.  When treated with Hg(OAc)2 alone, 
there is no significant change in transcript accumulation. However, when treated with CdSO4 
alone, each of these transcripts accumulates by approximately 50%. When treated with 
Hg(OAc)2 or CdSO4 and CHX, the levels of UPF1 and UPF2 transcripts do not significantly alter 
and UPF3 transcript accumulation decreases; it is as if normal NMD is rescued by the presence 
of the heavy metals. 
There is evidence of rescue of nonsense mutations via exon skipping being developed as 
a means as a type of therapy in human diseases.  Among these are engineering of specific exon-
skipping via the use of modified small nucleolar RNA (snRNA)-containing vectors (Chaouch et 
al., 2009; Goyenvalle et al., 2009) One limitation to this method of therapy is the fact that PTC+ 
transcripts are targeted for degradation before the possibility of read-through. The rescue of 
nonsense mutations by stabilization of PTC+ transcripts via the use of the drugs Amlexanox 
(Gonzalez-Hilarion et al., 2012), PTC124 (Welch et al., 2007), and gentamicin (Bidou et al., 
2004; Linde et al., 2007) have been effective in this manner. Additionally, alternative 
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polyadenylation can function as a pathway for rescue from NMD (Gilat and Shweiki, 2007). It 
would be exciting to examine the possibility of metal treatment as a   method for effecting NMD-
related defects in gene expression. This could be an inexpensive and easily executed method for 
accumulating pre-mRNA, especially at specific time-points in the plant life cycle. 
4.4 Materials and Methods 
Plant growth conditions and material 
Wild type Arabidopsis thaliana (Columbia ecotype) seeds were sterilized by submerging 
in 70% alcohol for 30 seconds, 20% bleach and a drop of Tween20 for 15 minutes, and washed 
three times with sterile water. Seeds were then grown in ½ MS liquid media (pH 5.7) under long 
day conditions (22°C with 16-h-light and 8-h-dark cycles) and shaken at 30 rpm for 3 weeks. 
After the first 2 weeks, they were supplemented with 10 μM Hg(OAc)2 or 10 μM CdSO4 and 
grown for 1 additional week. After three weeks, CHX in a concentration of 50 μM was added to 
the liquid cultures for 3 hours. Plants were rinsed with sterile water and blotted dry. They were 
then snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and RNA was extracted immediately.  
RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis 
RNA was extracted by the beadbeater method described in Thimmapuram et al. (2005) 
including DNase treatment. The RNA was stored in 100 μl of water, snap frozen and stored at -
80°C. cDNA was synthesized by Superscript III (Invitrogen) according to the user manual. 
Specifically, 1 μg of total RNA was used in a 20 μl reaction containing 200 ng of oligo(dT)19, 1 
μl 10 mM dNTP mix and 1 μl 0.1 M DTT. To obtain a final working concentration of cDNA, the 
sample was diluted to 40 μl in water. 
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Analysis of transcript levels 
Semi-quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) primers are listed in Table 4.4. 
cDNA was amplified by 25 cycles of PCR, with the exception of EF1α, which was amplified for 
18 cycles. Each cycle consists of 94°C for 45 seconds, 58°C for 45 seconds and 72°C for 2 
minutes. The first cycle is preceded by a 3 minute 95°C denaturation period and followed by a 10 
minute 72°C elongation period. PCR products were run on 1.3% agarose gels, transferred to 
Hybond-N (Amersham-Pharmacia Biotech), and probed with 32P-labeled DNA probe made with 
random primers (Invitrogen) and gene-specific cDNA template. Blots were hybridized and 
washed according to Lou et al (1993). Band strength was determined by ImageJ (NIH) (Rasband, 
W. S. ImageJ, US National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) after background signal 
was reduced with a rolling ball radius of 50-70 pixels. Transcript levels were normalized to the 
corresponding EF1α measurements and compared to untreated samples. These performed in 
biological duplicate and fold-change is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The p-value is less than 
0.05. 
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Table 4.1 Summary of PTCs in the second-step splicing factors. The PTCs listed below are 
the first, in-frame PTCs encountered when each intron is retained alone. Positions are indicated 
within either an intron or an exon, with the first position being the first nucleotide of that region 
(i.e. the first nucleotide within an intron is the nucleotide immediately subsequent to the 
intron/exon junction). I = intron, nt = nucleotide 
 
 
PRP16 – At5g13010 
Intron retained PTC Position of first nt of PTC 
Intron 1 TAA 43 of I1 
Intron 2 TGA 17 of I2 
Intron 3 TAG 36 of I2 
Intron 4 TGA 73 of I4 
Intron 5 TGA 51 of I5 
Intron 6 TAA 66 of I6 
Intron 7 TAG 31 of I7 
Intron 8 TAA 2 of I8 
Intron 9  TGA 63 of I9 
Intron 10 TAG 6 of I10 
Intron 11 TGA 58 of I11 
Intron 12 TGA 28 of I12 
Intron 13 TAG 49 of I13 
Intron 14 TGA 33 of I14 
Intron 15 TAA 62 of I15 
Intron 16 TAG 2 of I16 
 
PRP17-1 – At1g10580 
Intron retained PTC Position of first nt of PTC 
Intron 1 TAA 91 of I1 
Intron 2 TGA 85 of I2 
 
PRP17-2 – At5g54520 
Intron retained PTC Position of first nt of PTC 
Intron 1 TAG 39 of I1 
Intron 2 TGA 26 of E3 
Intron 3 TAG 70 of I3 
 
PRP18A – At1g03140 
Intron retained PTC Position of first nt of PTC 
Intron 1 TAA 25 of I1 
 
PRP18B – At1g54590 
Intron retained PTC Position of first nt of PTC 
Intron 1 TAA 100 of I1 
Intron 2 TAA 70 of I2 
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PRP22-1 – At3g26560 
Intron retained PTC Position of first nt of PTC 
Intron 1 TAG 6 of I1 
 
 
PRP22-2 – At2g26370 
Intron retained PTC Position of first nt of PTC 
Intron 1 TGA 83 of I1 
Intron 2 TAA 15 of I2 
Intron 3 TGA 49 of E4 
Intron 4 TAA 2 of I4 
Intron 5 TAA 19 of I5 
Intron 6 TAG 13 of I6 
Intron 7 TGA 129 of E8 
Intron 8 TGA 41 of I8 
Intron 9 TAA 58 of I9 
Intron 10 TAG 20 of I10 
Intron 11 TAA 31 of I11 
Intron 12 This intron falls in the 3’ UTR 
 
PRP22-3 – At1g27900 
Intron retained PTC Position of first nt of PTC 
Intron 1 TGA 62 of I1 
Intron 2 TAA 17 of I2 
Intron 3 TAA 2 of I3 
Intron 4 TGA 14 of E5 
Intron 5 TGA 31 of I5 
Intron 6 TGA 25 of I6 
Intron 7 TAA  2 of I7 
Intron 8 TAA 2 of I8 
Intron 9 TAA 27 of I9 
Intron 10 TAG 10 of E11 
Intron 11 TGA 59 of I11 
Intron 12 TGA 169 of I12 
Intron 13 TAG 2 of I13 
Intron 14 TAG 43 of I14 
Intron 15 TAA 2 of I15 
 
 
Table 4.1 (cont.)  
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SLU7-1A – At1g65660 
Intron retained PTC location 
Intron 1 TAA Position 27 of I1 
Intron 2 TAA Position 7 of I2 
Intron 3 TAA  Position 131 of I3 
Intron 4 TGA Position 74 of I4 
Intron 5 TGA Position 7 of I5 
Intron 6 TGA Position 55 of I6 
Intron 7 TAA Position 41 of I7 
Intron 8 TAA Position 58 of I8 
Intron 9  TAA Position 13 of I9 
 
SLU7-1B – At4g37120 
Intron retained PTC location 
Intron 1 TAA Position 42 of I1 
Intron 2 TGA Position 49 of I2 
Intron 3 TAA Position 65 of I3 
Intron 4 TGA Position 10 of I4 
Intron 5 TAG Position 4 of I5 
Intron 6 TGA Position 12 of I6 
Intron 7 TAG Position 12 of E8 
 
 
Table 4.1 (cont.)  
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Table 4.2 Properties of second-step splicing factors found in transcripts that are NMD-
regulated.  
 
 
 
ATGs 
in 5' 
UTR1 
3' UTR2 
(>200-300 
triggers 
NMD) 
intron 
in 3' 
UTR2 
Previous 
evidence? 
distance 
from final 
intron to 
stop codon 
(55 bp rule)3 half life4 
PRP16 no 201 no no 1600 3-6 
PRP17-1 no 279 no no 4 1-3 
PRP17-2 no 267 no accum. 
UPF3 KO5 
370 1-3 
PRP18A no 99 no no 415 unknown 
PRP18B no undetermined no no 420 unknown 
PRP22-1 no 218 no no 390 1-3 
PRP22-2 no 538 yes, 
173 bp 
no 185 1-3 
PRP22-3 yes, 2 162 no no 145 3-6 
SLU7-1A no 188 no no 75 3-6 
SLU7-1B no 171 no no 150 6-12 
SLU7-2 no undetermined no no N/A unknown 
 
 
 
                                                             
1 Nyiko, T., Sonkoly, B., Merai, Z., Benkovics, A. H. and Silhavy, D. (2009). Plant upstream ORFs can trigger 
nonsense-mediated mRNA decay in a size-dependent manner. Plant Molecular Biology 71, 367-378. 
2 Hori, K. and Watanabe, Y. (2007). Context analysis of termination codons in mRNA that are recognized by plant 
NMD. Plant Cell Physiology 48, 1072-1078. 
3 Scofield, D. G., Hong, X. and Lynch, M. (2007). Position of the final intron in full-length transcripts: determined 
by NMD? Molecular Biology Evolution 24, 896-899. 
4 Narsai, R., Howell, K. A., Millar, A. H., O'Toole, N., Small, I. and Whelan, J. (2007) Genome-wide analysis of 
mRNA decay rates and their determinants in Arabidopsis thaliana. Plant Cell 19, 3418-3436. 
5 Kurihara, Y., Matsui, A., Hanada, K., Kawashima, M., Ishida, J., Morosawa, T., Tanaka, M., Kaminuma, 
E., Mochizuki, Y., Matsushima, A. et al. (2009). Genome-wide suppression of aberrant mRNA-like 
noncoding RNAs by NMD in Arabidopsis. Proceedings National Academy of Sciences USA 106, 2453-
2458. 
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Table 4.3 Summary of expression levels of second-step splicing factors with and without 
CHX or metal treatment  
 
 
no 
metal 
no 
metal 
+CHX 
Hg(OAc)2 
Hg(OAc)2 
+CHX CdSO4 
CdSO4 
+CHX  
PRP16 - ↑ - - - - 
PRP16 accumulates when NMD is 
knocked out, but this effect is negated by 
the presence of metal 
PRP17-1 - - - ↑ ↑ ↑ 
PRP17-1 does not accumulate when 
NMD is knocked out, does accumulate in 
the presence of Hg and CHX and does 
accumulate in the presence of Cd with or 
without CHX 
PRP17-2 - ↑ - - - - 
PRP17-2 accumulates when NMD is 
knocked out, but this effect is negated by 
the presence of metal 
PRP18A - - - - - - PRP18 levels are unaffected 
PRP18B - - - - - - 
Mature PRP18B levels are undetectable, 
PRP18B pre-mRNA accumulates in the 
presence of CHX regardless of metal 
presence 
PRP22-1 - ↑ - - - - 
PRP22-1 accumulates when NMD is 
knocked out, but this effect is negated by 
the presence of metal 
PRP22-2 - ↑ - ↑ - - 
PRP22-2 accumulates when NMD is 
knocked out and does accumulate in the 
presence of Hg and CHX 
PRP22-3 - ↓ - ↓ ↓ ↓ 
PRP22-3 levels are decreased in the 
presence of CHX alone, in the presence 
of Hg +CHX, in the presence of Cd 
regardless of the presence of CHX 
SLU7-
1A - ↑ - - - - 
SLU7-1A accumulates when NMD is 
knocked out, but this effect is negated by 
the presence of metal 
SLU7-
1B - ↑ - - - - 
SLU7-1B accumulates when NMD is 
knocked out, but this effect is negated by 
the presence of metal 
SLU7-2 - ↑↑ - ↑ ↓ ↑↑ 
SLU7-2 accumulates when NMD is 
knocked out with no metal and with both 
metals 
   
All genes are present in stable 
amounts with Hg(OAc)2 alone 
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Table 4.4 Southern blot primers. 
Gene Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
PRP16 gagaaaaccaggtgatagtg ctgcctcaatctcatcttgc 
PRP17-1 gcttgctgcacagagtttgg cgagattgatacaacactaaag 
PRP17-2 ggtcaaagcaagggttatcg ggtgacgtttgatgcaagg 
PRP18A ggaaacaggagcttgatgc ccatagtcactccaatagg 
PRP18B ggtttcgttattcatgatgtgag ggtctcatgaatgataggaag 
PRP22-1 cgacgtgctcaagatgtgagg ggtcatacaacggctcaatcc 
PRP22-2 ggagagttgcattcgcttgg cgtttggaaatggtgaggag 
PRP22-3 catgatgaagattctaatcttcc gagacatcaaatttatttctgtcc 
SLU7-1A gttcaaacagctaaacatcc ggaaatctttcattggatcc 
SLU7-1B ccatcccaagctgaattgc ggaaatttctcattgggtcc 
SLU7-2 cgtgttcgaacaactgatgg cgagtttgattccgttggc 
UPF1 cctaatgctgacagaagagg ccaagttttgtctttctcacc 
UPF2 ccattgcaaacgtactgaagc ccaactattaccgcttttgac 
UPF3 caaggaaaatttagggttttcg ggacaaaatccagtggaatgg 
MAGO ggacacggagaggtaatctcg gtcacaaagtcctcatgttcc 
GRP7 gctcactactctcactgtaatcc ccaagtagaagcataacaagc 
ZAP-like cctcatcgatctactcgtcc tccatgtccatatccacctcc 
EF1α accaccaagtactactgcac gacctctcaatcatgttgtc 
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Figure 4.1 MAGO expression with metal treatments. (A) Southern blots with 32P-labeled 
cDNA probes. Upper band is pre-mRNA, lower band is mature mRNA. (B) Levels of MAGO 
transcript. Expression is normalized to EF1α and relative to untreated plants. (C) Percent of 
mature mRNA levels (A) and pre- mRNA levels (B). 
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Figure 4.2 GRP7 expression with metal treatments. (A) Southern blots with 32P-labeled 
cDNA probes. Upper band is pre-mRNA, lower band is mature mRNA. (B) Percent of mature 
mRNA levels (A) and pre- mRNA levels (B). 
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Figure 4.3 ZAP-like expression with metal treatment. (A) Southern blots with 32P-labeled 
cDNA probes. Upper band is pre-mRNA, lower band is mature mRNA.  (B) Percent of mature 
mRNA levels (A) and pre- mRNA levels (B). 
  
1/2 MS HgCl2 Hg(OAc)2 CdSO4 CuSO4 ZnSO4
B 3.94 1.53 1.79 11.60 0.93 2.10
A 96.06 98.47 98.21 88.40 99.07 97.90
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Figure 4.4 UPF1, UPF2 and UPF3 expression with metal +/- CHX treatment. (A) Southern 
blots with 32P-labeled cDNA probes. (B) Transcript levels of UPF genes under metal treatments 
relative to no treatment. (C) Transcript levels of UPF genes under with CHX treatment relative 
to no treatment. (D) Transcript levels of UPF genes relative to no treatment. 
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Figure 4.5 Expression levels of second-step splicing factors with metal +/- CHX treatment. 
(A) Southern blots with 32P-labeled cDNA probes. (B) Transcript levels of second-step splicing 
factors that accumulate with knockout of NMD relative to no treatment. (C) Transcript levels of 
second-step splicing factors that are not affected by the knockout of NMD relative to no 
treatment. (D) Percent pre-mRNA accumulation of PRP17-2. (E) Percent pre-mRNA 
accumulation of PRP18B. (F) Transcript accumulation of second-step splicing factors relative to 
no treatment.  
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Figure 4.5 (cont.) 
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Figure 4.5 (cont.) 
no metal no metal+CHX Hg(OAc)2
Hg(OAc)2
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CdSO4
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Figure 4.5 (cont.) 
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